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Please Kindly note 
 
Mercury Marine continuously explores means to improve the products its designs, manufac-
tures and distributes.  Changes to the specifications of its engines, boats and accessories 
are ongoing. 
 
Every effort is made to produce sales and service literature which is current.   This brochure 
should not be regarded as a precise guide to the latest specifications.  This brochure is also 
not an offer for sales of any particular engine, boat, or accessories. 
 
Distributors and dealers are not agents of Mercury Marine and they have no authority to bind 
Mercury Marine by any express undertaking or representation, including but not limited to 
representations of a product, sales, applications, or service nature. 
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Brunswick Marine Brunswick Marine Brunswick Marine Brunswick Marine inininin EMEA Corporate Quality Service Program EMEA Corporate Quality Service Program EMEA Corporate Quality Service Program EMEA Corporate Quality Service Program    

 
The Brunswick Marine in EMEA Corporate Quality Service Program is a service develop-
ment process designed to help Customer Satisfaction and generate additional income from 
your Service Department. In the customer oriented environment we work in, Service has 
become one of the key elements that can drive our business and make the difference to our 
customers. 
 
The service development requirements and the explanation of requirements, clearly explain 
what you have to do to achieve, maintain and improve Customer Satisfaction with the pro-
ducts and services that you sell. 
 
This program is organized around three levels: 
 
Level 1 Service Center 
Level 2 Service Point 
Level 3 Maintenance Point 
 
These three service levels will determine the rate of the warranty reimbursement and our 
goal is to use this structure as the basis for more future benefits, linked to these service 
levels. 
 
The requirements listed for the different levels represent a cost effective, common sense 
approach to the very serious goal of improved Customer Satisfaction. The requirements re-
present the service basics that every dealer should recognize as musts for doing business 
in today’s market. It is a well-known fact that satisfied customers return to the dealership 
that provided the satisfaction for additional purchases and service work. 
 
Please review the application guidelines, service development requirements and the expla-
nation of the requirements sections of the program carefully. Then use the program to as-
sess and improve your own service program with the goals of improved customer satisfac-
tion and addition income in  mind. 
 
As our business is constantly changing, this Corporate Dealer Guide is a living document 
and we will adapt it when changes are required. 
 
Please take the time to read it carefully. Do not hesitate to contact your BME or Distributor 
Service Representative for answers to any questions that you may have. 

INTRODUCTION 
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WHO IS WHO 
WHO TO CONTACT 
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Service Level AssessmentsService Level AssessmentsService Level AssessmentsService Level Assessments    

 
Since many years now, Brunswick Marine in EMEA announces a proactive effort to work 
with its distributors/branches/dealers to improve the overall service experience for retail 
customers. Since the introduction of the program, several updates have been completed 
and BME continues to make changes internally to improve the support provided directly to 
the dealer. 
 
Throughout the growth of the program, a cooperative effort has been made with distribu-
tors, branches, and marine dealers to help them improve their service organizations and to 
enhance service profitability. 
 
This process begins with assessments of the existing service operations at each dealership. 
Technicians use a checklist: 
 
Based on the assessment, BME assigns a service level for each dealer. Each service level 
designation has specific criteria that must be achieved before a dealership can be consi-
dered for the next level. Levels are as follows: 
 
Level 1 Service Center 
 
Level 2 Service Point 
 
Level 3 Maintenance Point 
 
Dealership must meet separate standards for MerCruiser and Outboard products, and mul-
tiple-location dealerships must qualify separately at each location. 
 
Every dealership in Europe, Africa, Middle East and C.I.S. is eligible to earn the Level 1 Ma-
rine Service Center dealer rating if it meets all established criteria. BME will objectively and 
consistently apply the criteria to all dealers  during the assessment process, and no excep-
tions will be made. The value of the assessment process comes from the list of service im-
provement opportunities identified for development action at the dealership. 
 
You’ll find hereafter a copy of the BME decision document based on the information 
gathered during the assessments of the existing operations. 

MERCURY IS COMMITTED TO  
IMPROVING THE RETAIL  
CUSTOMER’S SERVICE  

EXPERIENCE 
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Service Level RatingsService Level RatingsService Level RatingsService Level Ratings    
 
All dealers have a service level based on the DSDP rating. Under the Dealer Service Deve-
lopment Program Plan, dealerships are expected to demonstrate service competency at the 
minimum level required to be a BME Maintenance dealer. Top-performing dealers receive 
the Marine Service Center designation and as such are entitled to all the benefits attached 
to the Marine Service Center dealer level. If a dealer does not meet the service level requi-
rements, he will be properly designated to an alternate rating, as his qualifications dictate. 
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Service Level TransitionService Level TransitionService Level TransitionService Level Transition    
 
As a DSDP assessment is completed by the Technician. If the service level is found to be 
higher than the old rating, the higher rating is processed immediately. If the new rating is 
lower than the old rating, the lower rating may be processed immediately or, in many cases, 
deficiencies will be identified and documented, and the Technician will secure a commit-
ment from the dealership to correct them in the next coming 6 (six) months or less. A follow
-up assessment is scheduled and, if the deficiencies are not corrected within the agreed-
upon time period, the shortfalls are again noted on the DSDP and the service rating is 
downgraded. 
 
This also applies to dealers where customer complaints, inaccurate warranty registrations 
or inaccurate warranty claims are noted by BME or its distributors. Structural non-
compliance with the « Service Level Audit check List » might result in the loss of the ability 
to process warranty claims and to act as a Service Dealer representing Mercury/
MerCruiser. 
 
The goal of the BME Service organization is to work with distributors, branches and dea-
lerships that understand the value of customer service and are committed to making im-
provements. Through this process, BME and its dealers will continue to be recognized toge-
ther as the marine industry leaders in customer service. At the same time, deserving dea-
lerships will be recognized and rewarded for an excellent job from a service perspective. 
 
The ratio of warranty reimbursement depends on the service level linked to the dealer. 
 
  Level 1 Service Center  100% 
  Level 2 Service Point    80% 
  Level 3 Maintenance Point   70% 
 
The Level 1 Service Center will benefit on a priority basis of potential service programs 
developed by Brunswick Marine in EMEA. 
 
 

BME Service Center CriteriaBME Service Center CriteriaBME Service Center CriteriaBME Service Center Criteria    
 
Each service level has a specific set of criteria that must be 
achieved in order to earn the rating for that level. The details of 
the criteria are included in the DSDP assessment form. Among 
other requirements, a Marine Service Center dealer must: 
 
♦ Possess all recommended tools, test equipment, have ac-
cess to the Download Center via the Extranet in order to 
download and/or view the service manuals, and have instal-
led the last version of the Electronic Parts Catalog to ade-
quately service all contracted products. 

♦ Purchase and maintain the Computer Diagnostic System/G3. 
♦ Employ a minimum of one certified technician with Technical 
Passport valid for each product line who is active in the ser-
vice shop and is current with all technical education, inclu-
ding advanced classes and Learn. 

♦ Fully utilize the Extranet for parts ordering, product regis-
tration, warn, pre-authorization and warranty claim submis-
sions. 

♦ Provide timely service for all BME consumers, regardless of 
sales origin. 

♦ Offer extended service shop hours of operation and/or mo-
bile service as appropriate for the local market. 

♦ Use, display and stock an adequate inventory of Quicksilver 
parts to service engines sold in the local market. 

♦ Maintain a clean and neat service facility. Special tools and service literature must be 
displayed, well organized and easily accessible to the technicians. 
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Service Technical TrainingService Technical TrainingService Technical TrainingService Technical Training    
 
Marine Service Centers requires an on-staff BME certified Technician with a Technician 
Passport. This technician must also continue with ongoing technical education to stay cur-
rent with all relevant Mercury University advanced classes, and maintain his or her certifi-
cation status in order for the dealership to keep its Service Center status. To assist in those 
efforts, training classes and E-learning are available to meet the growing training demand. 
 
 

Service Center BenefitsService Center BenefitsService Center BenefitsService Center Benefits    
 
Brunswick Marine in EMEA provides various financial and support benefits for dealer ser-
vice operations. Generally, the better the dealership’s service department operates, the 
greater the benefits from BME. For example, the percentages of warranty reimbursements 
increase as the dealerships service level rating increases. You’ll find hereunder a chart 
showing the percentage of retail labor rates paid by service level. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion    
 
All customers require servicing dealers that are focused on providing excellence in custo-
mer service. BME is committed to working with all dealers to upgrade service capabilities 
and to provide incentive to those who demonstrate the highest level of proficiency. Excel-
lence in service keeps customers loyal and earns referral business through word-of-mouth 
advertising, which in turn promotes sales and profitability growth. BME encourages all dea-
lerships to continuously make critical evaluations of their service operations, then use this 
information to implement changes that will improve service in all areas. 
 
BME appreciates the commitment to hard work and quality service its dealers have to their 
service customers because it is this dedication that makes BME and its dealership network 
the standard by which the rest of the marine industry is judged. 
 
A boat Dealer could only be appointed by the Mercury organization in agreement with 
OEM ‘s which signed a supply agreement contract with Mercury. 
 
A Boat Dealer has to buy the specific tools required (see tools list)  attending the devoted 
training sessions regularly. 
 
The Boat Dealer is accountable for the following activities: 
• Perform the PDI checks and register the PDI in the Extranet 
• Register the warranty in the Extranet 
• Perform the regular maintenance and register the events in the Extranet 
• Only if pre-authorized by the Technical Representative, perform minor repair under war-
ranty 

 
The Boat Dealers are not published in the Dealer Locator. They are allowed to deliver the 
boats equipped with engines produced by Mercury Marine providing service support to their 
customers. 
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Basic RequirementsBasic RequirementsBasic RequirementsBasic Requirements    

 

 

REQUIREMENTS 

RequirementsRequirementsRequirementsRequirements    
Level 3 Level 3 Level 3 Level 3     

Maintenance Maintenance Maintenance Maintenance     

PointPointPointPoint    

Level 2Level 2Level 2Level 2    

Service Service Service Service 

PointPointPointPoint    

Level 1Level 1Level 1Level 1    

Service Service Service Service     

CenterCenterCenterCenter    

1. Meets or exceeds contract requirements ����    ����    ����    

2. Meets interior/exterior facility standards ����    ����    ����    

3. Exterior product signage in place ����    ����    ����    

4. Service literature is current & available in shop ����    ����    ����    

5. Special service tools & handling equipment are used 
and organized, and are: 

 
Minimum ����    ����    

6. Diagnostic Equipment must be utilized for 
contracted product lines ����    ����    ����    

7. Service Parts stock is: Minimum Adequate ����    

8. Completes & maintains signed Pre-Delivery 
checklists, instructs consumer on operation, 
maintenance and warranty 

    

����    

    

����    

    

����    

9. Completes product registration at delivery ����    ����    ����    

 
10. Provides warranty service for contracted products 

Limited 
authorization ����    ����    

11. Uses, displays & recommends genuine Quicksilver 
Parts & Accessories ����    ����    ����    

12. Satisfactorily completes service training program
(s) & testing 

Certified  
Technician 

Certified  
Technician 

Certified  
Technician 

13. Service department customer follow-up program is 
active ����    ����    ����    

14. Uses Extranet for parts order & product 
registration 

����    ����    ����    

15. Advertises & promotes quality service ����    ����    ����    

16. Has active internal service personnel training & 
development program 

 

Minimum 
 

Adequate ����    

17. Provides service to all customers ����    ����    ����    

18. Mercury Marine Performance standards ����    ����    ����    

19. Warranty Labor Rates 70% 80% 100% 

 
20. Dealer focuses on: 

Sales &  
Service 

Sales & 
Service 

 
Service 
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Explanation of RequirementsExplanation of RequirementsExplanation of RequirementsExplanation of Requirements    
 
1. Meets or exceeds contract requirementsMeets or exceeds contract requirementsMeets or exceeds contract requirementsMeets or exceeds contract requirements: The dealer must currently meet alL requi-

rements of the contract in effect between the dealer and Brunswick Marine or the dis-
tributor in the country.  

2. Meets interior/exterior facility standardsMeets interior/exterior facility standardsMeets interior/exterior facility standardsMeets interior/exterior facility standards: Building exterior and ground, and building 
interior are to be neat, clean and orderly to give a favorable image to customers. 

3. Exterior product signage in placeExterior product signage in placeExterior product signage in placeExterior product signage in place: Dealer is to display, in compliance with local laws, 
appropriate product signage on the exterior of the building to inform customers of the 
availability of product or service.  

4. Service literature is current and available in shopService literature is current and available in shopService literature is current and available in shopService literature is current and available in shop: Service manuals, service bulle-
tins, EPC are to be up-to-date and filed for easy access by dealer service personnel.  

5. Special service tools and handling equipment used are organized and are mini-Special service tools and handling equipment used are organized and are mini-Special service tools and handling equipment used are organized and are mini-Special service tools and handling equipment used are organized and are mini-
mum, adequate or completemum, adequate or completemum, adequate or completemum, adequate or complete:   

♦ Minimum: The common tools and equipment necessary to handle, set-up and tune
-up contracted product. Handling equipment must be available to unload products 
being delivered without incurring damage to the product.  

♦ Adequate: The minimum plus the additional common tools necessary to perform 
most major assembly component repairs on contracted product.  

♦ Complete: The adequate + the additional tools and handling equipment necessary 
to perform all repairs on contracted products. Suspended Tool Board available in 
workshop for product line.  

6. Diagnostic equipment must be utilized for contracted product linesDiagnostic equipment must be utilized for contracted product linesDiagnostic equipment must be utilized for contracted product linesDiagnostic equipment must be utilized for contracted product lines: Dealer pur-
chases and utilizes the proper diagnostic equipment for outboard and sterndrive/
inboard service require-ments.  

7. Service parts stock is: minimum, adequate, completeService parts stock is: minimum, adequate, completeService parts stock is: minimum, adequate, completeService parts stock is: minimum, adequate, complete: For the products and volume 
normally expected to be serviced by the dealer. A suitable inventory control system is to 
be used to control stock. All stock, including engines, parts, lubricants, etc., is to be 
stored in a manner that prevents deterioration of the contents and packaging while in 
storage.  

8. Completes & maintains signed Predelivery Checklist, instructs consumer on ope-Completes & maintains signed Predelivery Checklist, instructs consumer on ope-Completes & maintains signed Predelivery Checklist, instructs consumer on ope-Completes & maintains signed Predelivery Checklist, instructs consumer on ope-
ration, maintenance and warrantyration, maintenance and warrantyration, maintenance and warrantyration, maintenance and warranty: Dealer is to complete Predelivery activities with 
the customer and is to maintain copies of customer-signed Predelivery Checklist on file 
for review for all engines sold and he needs to register them in the Extranet.  

9. Completes product registration at deliveryCompletes product registration at deliveryCompletes product registration at deliveryCompletes product registration at delivery: The dealer is to properly register (or re-
register) the product sold on the date of delivery to the customer. The dealer is to re-
gister the product as recreational, commercial or demo, and complete all other re-
quested information.  

10. Provides warranty service for contracted productProvides warranty service for contracted productProvides warranty service for contracted productProvides warranty service for contracted product:  

♦ Levels 1 & 2: The dealer is to provide prompt and courteous warranty service to all 
customers in need of and eligible for warranty service regardless of where the pro-
duct was purchased. The warranty service is to be performed at no charge to the 
customer under the terms of the applicable product warranty. Warranty claims are 
to be completed and submit-ted, and parts must be kept at the dealer place for 
sixty (60) days or returned to the factory on BME request per current warranty ins-
tructions.  

♦ Level 3: The dealer assists for minor warranty work related to pre-delivery inspec-
tion. Warranty work is not allowed on boats or engines not sold by your dealership 
unless pre-authorized.  

11. Uses, displays and recommends genuine Quicksilver Parts & AccessoriesUses, displays and recommends genuine Quicksilver Parts & AccessoriesUses, displays and recommends genuine Quicksilver Parts & AccessoriesUses, displays and recommends genuine Quicksilver Parts & Accessories: Dealer 
must use Quicksilver parts for warranty repairs and it is to promote the use of Quicksil-
ver Parts & Accessories for maintenance and service through well-stocked instore dis-
plays.  

12. Satisfactorily completes service training and testingSatisfactorily completes service training and testingSatisfactorily completes service training and testingSatisfactorily completes service training and testing: Technicians must successfully 
complete the product training(s) required for the contracted product lines and current 
service level. The dealer must provide the required product training for each technician 
on staff.  
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11. Service department customer followService department customer followService department customer followService department customer follow----up program is activeup program is activeup program is activeup program is active: Levels 1 & 2:- The dealer 
is to promptly resolve all legitimate customer concerns voiced card and make any 
necessary operation changes to assure continuing customer satisfaction. The dealer is 
to maintain an active customer follow-up program.  

12. Installs and uses ExtranetInstalls and uses ExtranetInstalls and uses ExtranetInstalls and uses Extranet: Dealer installs and uses a computer system to submit 
parts orders, PDI survey, product registrations, warn and pre-authorization reports, 
and warranty claims. 

13. Advertises and promotes quality serviceAdvertises and promotes quality serviceAdvertises and promotes quality serviceAdvertises and promotes quality service: Dealer is to run a least one externally ad-
vertised service promotion (Spring tune-up, winterization, etc.) per year, using appro-
priate logo.  

14. Has active internal service personnel training & development programHas active internal service personnel training & development programHas active internal service personnel training & development programHas active internal service personnel training & development program: Dealer is to 
provide rigging, operation, maintenance, repair and personnel development training for 
all service personnel. Records are to be maintained to describe all dealer, manufactu-
rer, technical school, home study or seminar training completed by each service per-
son. Each service person must complete at least one training activity per year.  

15. Dealer provides service to all customersDealer provides service to all customersDealer provides service to all customersDealer provides service to all customers: Dealer must demonstrate a willingness to 
service all customers regardless of sales origin.  

16. Mercury Marine performance standards criteriaMercury Marine performance standards criteriaMercury Marine performance standards criteriaMercury Marine performance standards criteria: « Performance standards »  means 
the performance standards established by Mercury Marine in consultation with the 
dealer which sets forth dealer’s service and customer support obligations under the 
Corporate Quality Service Pro-gram.  

17. Warranty Labor ratesWarranty Labor ratesWarranty Labor ratesWarranty Labor rates: Refer to « Labor Rate » section.  

18. Dealer focuses onDealer focuses onDealer focuses onDealer focuses on:  

♦ Level 1: The dealer long term success is service .  
♦ Level 2: The dealer concentrates on the potential that exists in service as well as 

sales. Your dealership has clearly determined sales and service directions for his 
dealership and has made the necessary adjustments to tap the additional business.  

♦ Level 3: The dealer focuses on sales and service. He is committed to maintain high 
standards of product quality through Pre-Delivery Inspection and minor warranty 
work is allowed. 
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Level 1 Level 1 Level 1 Level 1 ----    Service CenterService CenterService CenterService Center    
    
1.Tools  1.Tools  1.Tools  1.Tools      
 
Are mandatory all diagnostics and repair tools for product usually maintained by dealer 
(including the special tools listed in service manuals), suspended Tool Boards for con-
tracted product line(s), all parts, tools and equipment mentioned in Level 2. 
 
2. Technical Documentation  2. Technical Documentation  2. Technical Documentation  2. Technical Documentation      
 
CD parts catalogue with Extranet connection and all service manuals are available, updated 
and filed for easy access by dealer service personnel. Refer to Service Manual Index on the 
Download Center for details   
 
3. Parts & Maintenance Products  3. Parts & Maintenance Products  3. Parts & Maintenance Products  3. Parts & Maintenance Products      
 
Dealer level 1 must keep substantial parts and maintenance products in stock according to 
his market and numbers of customers to support, keeping also in mind the possibility to 
supply parts and maintenance products to dealers level 2 or 3. This in addition to the requi-
rements for Level 2.    
 
 

Level 2 Level 2 Level 2 Level 2 ----    Service Point  Service Point  Service Point  Service Point      
 
1. Tools  1. Tools  1. Tools  1. Tools      
 
Adequate service tools and handling equipment are required. Adequate refers to the mini-
mum com-mon tools, including necessary diagnostic tools to perform most major assembly 
and components repairs on contracted products. Appropriate workshop equipment must be 
available for timely repairs. Handling equipment must be available to unload products being 
delivered without incurring damage to products.    
 
2. Technical Documentation  2. Technical Documentation  2. Technical Documentation  2. Technical Documentation      
 
CD parts catalogue with Extranet connection. All service manuals to be available and filed 
for easy access by dealer service personnel. Refer to Service Manual Index on the Download 
Center for details.   
 
3. Parts & Maintenance Products  3. Parts & Maintenance Products  3. Parts & Maintenance Products  3. Parts & Maintenance Products      
 
Adequate parts required to be stocked by dealer for contracted products. Adequate refers 
to the minimum parts added to the volume of products expected to be serviced by the dea-
ler. A suitable inven-tory control system is to be used to control stock. Dealer must use 
Quicksilver or Mercury Precision Parts for warranty repairs.  

TOOLS & MAINTENANCE  
CRITERIA 
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Level 3 Level 3 Level 3 Level 3 ----    Maintenance PointMaintenance PointMaintenance PointMaintenance Point    
 
1. Tools  1. Tools  1. Tools  1. Tools      
 
The dealer must have the minimum necessary common tools and equipment to handle, set-
up and tune up contracted products. Handling equipment must be available to unload pro-
ducts being delivered without incurring damage to the product.   
 
2. Technical Documentation  2. Technical Documentation  2. Technical Documentation  2. Technical Documentation      
 
CD parts catalogue with Extranet connection and all service manuals are available, updated 
and filed for easy access by dealer service personnel. Refer to Service Manual Index on the 
Download Center for details.   
 
3. Parts & Maintenance Products  3. Parts & Maintenance Products  3. Parts & Maintenance Products  3. Parts & Maintenance Products      
 
Minimum parts required to be stocked by dealer for contracted products. Minimum refers 
to the minimum parts necessary to handle pre-delivery and minor service on the contracted 
products. Dealer must use Quicksilver or Mercury Precision Parts for warranty repairs.  
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Dealer code: ……………………..                                                                           Date: …. / …./ …….. 
 
 
 

Dealer Name: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 
Product Line (s): ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
Current Service Level: ………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
 
This is to notify that the above named Dealer has not complied with the following Service 
Developement requirement(s): 
 
Requirement # : ……………...    Requirement # ……………… 
 
 
Notes: ………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………… 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………… 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
 
The dealer agrees to bring the above mentioned requirement(s) into compliance within the 
next sixty (60) days {Twelve (12) months on the loss of a Certified Technician} or the dea-
lership level and warranty reimbursement rate will be downgraded. 
 

 
Approve downgrade from level ……………………………  to level …………………………………. 

NON COMPLIANCE WARNING 

Level Warranty Reimbursement 

Level 1 - Service Center 100% of actual labor rate 

Level 2 - Service Point 80% of actual labor rate 

Level 3 - Maintenance Point 70% of actual labor rate 

Brunswick Marine in EMEA 

 
 

 

 

 

Date: ������������������.. 

Dealer Principal 

 
 

 

 

 

Date: ���������������...��. 
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The Special Tool List provides a convenient reference for special tools needed to service 
Mercury and Mariner Outboards - Order 90-878107R01. 
 
Tool list is available on the Extranet Download Center: divider Tools. 
 
List of tools specific to a model is also available in the first section of the service manuals. 
 
Tools are subject to change without notice. 
 
Always follow the safety precautions and instructions for tool usage found in the Service 
Manual. 
 

OUTBOARD  
RECOMMENDED TOOLS 
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Tool list is available on the Extranet Download Center, divider Tools. 
 
Paper copies can also be ordered. Part numbers are: 
 
Gasoline Engines  90-866948001 
CMD Diesel Engines 90-866909 
 
List of tools specific to a model is also available in the first section of the service manuals. 
 
Tools are subject to change without notice. 
 
Always follow the safety precautions and instructions for tool usage found in the Service 
Manual. 

MERCRUISER 
RECOMMENDED TOOLS 
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Quicksilver/Kerr’s Marine ToolsQuicksilver/Kerr’s Marine ToolsQuicksilver/Kerr’s Marine ToolsQuicksilver/Kerr’s Marine Tools    
 
Lift & DolliesLift & DolliesLift & DolliesLift & Dollies    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Work StandsWork StandsWork StandsWork Stands    

    

    

TOOLBOARD & ORGANIZATIONAL 

91-KMSD3 

91-KM990 91-KM900 

91-KM1000HD 
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Work Stands (Cont’d)Work Stands (Cont’d)Work Stands (Cont’d)Work Stands (Cont’d)    

    

    

91-KMWD1 

91-KM601 

91-KMCRL6 
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Test TanksTest TanksTest TanksTest Tanks    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

91-KM1500 

91-KM1500H Davit Hoist 

For lifting motors in and 

out of the 1500 tank 

Capacity: 600 lbs 

Shipping weight: 70lbs 

91-KM1600 

91-KM1700 

91-KM1800 
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Holding Fixtures & Outdrive EquipmentHolding Fixtures & Outdrive EquipmentHolding Fixtures & Outdrive EquipmentHolding Fixtures & Outdrive Equipment    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

91-KM600MT 

91-KM600B1 

91-KM400TR1 

91-KM400TR2 

91-KM600MT 

91-KM600A 

91-KM50A 

91-KM50T 
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Not displayed: 

91-KM2  Replacement 

¨Pilot 

91-KM3  Replacement Pilot 

91-KM4  Replacement Pilot 

91-KM80P  Replacement Pilot 
 

91-KMSS1 

91-KM70C 

91-KM80A 

91-KM400M 
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Your CustomersYour CustomersYour CustomersYour Customers    
 

The Brunswick Marine office or Distributor Technical Service in your country respond to 
your product application rigging, servicing, warranty pre-approval and repair questions. 
Simply we are committed to helping you, the Dealer, satisfy your customer’s needs. 
 
As a dealer you are the front line to the customer. You handle customer concerns regarding 
service, operation, maintenance and warranty. Your facilities, training and equipment ena-
ble you to provide quality customer solutions promptly. Customers who recognize your 
commitment to service will continue to return to you for repeated business. 
 
There are occasions, however, when consumers contact our Brunswick Marine in EMEA 
Technical Department directly, either by phone or by mail, using the « Contact Us » button 
on the website. We will use that opportunity to resolve customer concerns in two different 
ways: 
 
1. Either we can help without creating a problem between you and the consumer 

(provide a model year identification, a copy of an old operation manual, a list of dea-
lers in another country for vacations purposes, etc.) and we do it directly. 

2. Or we think that it is beyond our responsibility and we revert to you directly, or 
through the branch/distributor, or we advise the consumer to contact you (for service 
manual order, technical info, warranty info, etc.). 

 

 
Your stake in resolving consumer problems is critical. You may lose that customer. Please 
feel free to call Brunswick Marine office or the distributor in your country yourself when you 
cannot resolve consumer issues or service problems. 
 
 
Telephone Technical AssistanceTelephone Technical AssistanceTelephone Technical AssistanceTelephone Technical Assistance    
 
If you need to call your Brunswick Marine office or the distributor in your country, prepare 
yoursel. Have the serial number available, the date of sale, detailed historic and description 
of the failure, what diagnostic you already performed, the results, etc. Gather the facts be-
fore you make the call. 

TECHNICAL SERVICES 

 

A contact with a consumer must remain an exception. DO NOTNOTNOTNOT provide the consumers with 
our phone number when you cannot help them. Contact your Area Technician and he will 

contact us in case of problem. 
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Product Owner ResponsibilitiesProduct Owner ResponsibilitiesProduct Owner ResponsibilitiesProduct Owner Responsibilities    
 
1. To maintain your product according to the schedule printed in its Owner’s Manual or as 
stated in the logbook. 

♦ Maintenance is essential for the well being of your Product. The Maintenance Schedule 
assumes you use your product normally. Any other use, i.e. used commercially, used 
with improper fuels or lubricants etc., will require more frequent inspection and compo-
nent replacement. 

♦ You will have to pay for the maintenance of your product, including service at the sche-
duled intervals. Failures caused directly by your lack of maintenance or improper main-
tenance are not covered by our warranty. 

♦ We recommend your BME authorized dealer as the best place for fulfilling your mainte-
nance obligation. 

 
2. If warranty repairs are needed, you must have them performed by a BME authorized dea-
lership. You may be asked to provide documentation of proper maintenance, which may 
consist of one or more of the following: 

♦ A Maintenance Record (such as the one in the logbook), which displays each date of ser-
vice and work performed. Each entry should be signed or stamped by a person who is 
qualified to service your product. 

♦ Copies of repair orders/receipts detailing performance of required maintenance inclu-
ding dates. 

♦ A statement that you performed the maintenance yourself, stating the type of work per-
formed and the date of service.  This statement should be accompanied by receipts for 
the replacement parts/filters/fluid, etc. that you used. 

♦ All maintenance intervals should be registered through the BME Extranet. This is man-
datory to apply to the 5 year warranty program. 
NOTE: As an aid to the next owner, keep your receipts with your Mercury Marine pro-
duct. 

 
3. It is the customer’s responsibility to prevent corrosion damage to the product by stray 
electrical currents (on-shore power connections, nearby boats, submerged metal), or im-
proper application of copper based anti-fouling paint. 

♦ Protection against certain types of corrosion damage must be provided by using such 
systems as the Quicksilver MerCathode System and/or Galvanic Isolator. The types of 
corrosion damage these systems help to control are: damage due to stray electrical cur-
rents (on-shore power connections, nearby boats, submerged metal), or improper appli-
cation of copper based anti-fouling paint. 

 
4. It is the customer’s responsibility to have the correct anti-fouling paint applied to the   
boat hull. 

♦ If anti-fouling protection is required, Tri-Butyl-Tin-Adipate (TBTA) base anti-fouling 
paints are recommended on MerCruiser boating applications. In areas where Tri-Butyl-
Tin-Adipate base paints are prohibited by law, copper base paints can be used on the 
boat hull and transom. Do not apply paint to the MerCruiser drive unit, transom assem-
bly or the outboard motor. In addition, care must be taken to avoid an electrical intercon-
nection between the MerCruiser or Outboard Product and the paint. Corrosion damage 
that results from the improper application of copper based paint will not be covered by 
this limited warranty. 

MERCURY MARINE WARRANTY 
PROGRAM … 

OUR JOINT RESPONSIBILITY 
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Dealer ResponsibilityDealer ResponsibilityDealer ResponsibilityDealer Responsibility    
 
1. Provide the customer (first owner) with the written warranty (in the Service Assistance 
and Warranty Information or Owner’s Manual) and explain the warranty policy, including 
all disclaimers and limitations. 

 
2.  Provide a completed copy of the Pre-Delivery Inspection (PDI) form at the time of delive-
ry. The Pre-Delivery inspection must be realized by trained technical personnel belon-
ging to your dealership.  
The Mercruiser and Outboard Pre-Delivery Inspection documents shown in the logbook 
list a certain number of points that must be controlled at the time the product is sold, 
this in order to confirm the good operating condition of the engine. Lack of a proof of a 
PDI done might result in the rejection of a warranty claim. All PDI details on Mercury/
Mariner and Mercruiser products are detailed stated in the different logbooks. These 
logbooks are available on the Extranet, Internet and can be ordered in a paper form. 

 
3.  Explain the owner’s responsibilities as outlined in the Owner’s Manual. 
 
4.  Promptly register new product sales by processing the information directly thru Extra-

net and providing the owner a copy of the Registration Sheet. 
 
5.  Explain to the customer the operating features of the product, its care and use. We sug-

gest you also review the Owner’s Manual, with the customer, paying particular attention 
to the Safety Symbols. 

 
6.  Provide timely warranty service on all products for which you are contracted regar-regar-regar-regar-

dless of whether the product was sold by you.dless of whether the product was sold by you.dless of whether the product was sold by you.dless of whether the product was sold by you.    
 
7.  Ensure that every product for which you provide warranty service is registered at the 

time of the repair. 
 
8.  Take all necessary service actions to determine if a warranty condition exists be-Take all necessary service actions to determine if a warranty condition exists be-Take all necessary service actions to determine if a warranty condition exists be-Take all necessary service actions to determine if a warranty condition exists be-

fore starting warranty repair. Verify that the failure was not caused by something fore starting warranty repair. Verify that the failure was not caused by something fore starting warranty repair. Verify that the failure was not caused by something fore starting warranty repair. Verify that the failure was not caused by something 
excluded by the applicable warranty statement.excluded by the applicable warranty statement.excluded by the applicable warranty statement.excluded by the applicable warranty statement.    

 
9.  If the product is not registered, the dealer is to request a copy of the Proof of Purchase 

from the customer to establish warranty eligibility. Dealer should then register through 
the Extranet the unit and link the Proof of Purchase to the registration. 

 
10.  If the product failure does not comply with the terms of the product warranty, you will you will you will you will 

advise the customer that warranty does not apply to these failures.advise the customer that warranty does not apply to these failures.advise the customer that warranty does not apply to these failures.advise the customer that warranty does not apply to these failures.    
 
11.  Use only genuine Quicksilver replacement parts, accessories and lubricants when per-

forming warranty service. 
 
12.  Complete all repairs following our written instructions as outlined in the appropriate 

product service manual or applicable Mercury Service Bulletin. 
 
13.  Submit the warranty claim within ninety (90) days of the failure date and during the war-

ranty period. If the repair cannot be performed within these ninety days, the claims 
must be put pending and closed as soon as the repair is finished. The pre-authorization 
that you might have obtained for some claims will also be valid for six (6) months. The 
pre-authorization number cannot be used after these six (6) months.  

 
14. Retain parts used in warranty repairs for 60 (sixty) days pending factory recall and for 

promptly shipping such parts to destinations as specified by Brunswick Marine in 
EMEA. 
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BME ResponsibilityBME ResponsibilityBME ResponsibilityBME Responsibility    
 
1. BME will promptly approve and honor all legitimate warranty claims on products when 
the claim is made by the customer through an authorized servicing dealer. 

 
2.2.2.2.    We will credit or reimburse the Dealer for the warranty claims submitted that adhere to 
BME identified warranty policies or pre-authorized by factory representative.    

 
Important Note For Products Used In Work/Light Duty Commer-Important Note For Products Used In Work/Light Duty Commer-Important Note For Products Used In Work/Light Duty Commer-Important Note For Products Used In Work/Light Duty Commer-
cial Applicationscial Applicationscial Applicationscial Applications    
 
The sale of products into work/light commercial applications must be discussed with your 
Service Manager.  
 
To obtain warranty coverage, it is your responsibility to ensure the purchaser of the product 
is aware that: 
 
1. The product must be suitable for the application into which it is sold. 
2. The product is used and maintained in accordance with the Operation & Maintenance 
Manual, the Service Logbook and the warranty policy. 

 
Light duty Commercial Application refers to products used in the following manner: 
 
1. Product used in any work, boat rental, time-share, patrol/rescue or employment related 
application, or any use of the product that generates income for any part of the warranty 
period. 

2. For annual operating time refer to the « Warranty Chart » 
3. The « Light Duty Commercial Approval Form » (see page 4 of section 03-1) must be com-
pleted and forwarded to the local BME office or distributor. 

4. The BME office or the distributor can refuse the right to warranty if the Light Duty com-
mercial Approval form is not submitted, or usage of the product is not consistent with: 
♦ Light Duty Commercial Approval Form details, 
♦ Light Duty Commercial definition and duty cycles. 

 
Light Duty Commercial rating applies to planing boats where the use of full rated power at 
maximum rated RPM is limited to 10% of operating time and continuous cruising RPM is 
limited to 90% at WOT (when propped to the correct maximum RPM). 
 
Examples of Light Duty Commercial Applications include, but are not limited to: search and 
rescue craft, fast patrol boats, fire boats, dive boats, and limited season fishing boats such 
as sport-fish charter boats. 
 
 

Federal Boat Safety ActFederal Boat Safety ActFederal Boat Safety ActFederal Boat Safety Act    
 
The Federal Boat Safety Act of 1971 requires all US “manufacturers” to maintain a list of 
first purchasers. This list will enable a manufacturer to contact registered owners if activity 
covered under the scope of the act requires such action. 
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Extranet User GuideExtranet User GuideExtranet User GuideExtranet User Guide    
 
You will find attached a copy of the Extranet User Guide, as complete as possible. It will ex-
plain you how to handle your dealership information, your orders, the warranty claims, the 
registration cards, etc… the easiest way possible. 
 
Please read it carefully, this User Guide is the answer to most of your questions. 
 
 

Demonstrator RegistrationDemonstrator RegistrationDemonstrator RegistrationDemonstrator Registration    
 
Any product that you use as a ““““Demonstrator”””” (to sell other engines) must be registered to 
you, the Dealer. 
 
Use the date the product was put into use as a demonstrator as the “Date of Sale”. Any re-
mainder of the Product warranty may be transferred to a retail customer. The retail pur-
chaser MUST be informed that his/her product was previously used and registered as a de-
monstrator. 
 
 

Commercial ApplicationCommercial ApplicationCommercial ApplicationCommercial Application    
 
The Product Limited Warranties apply to products used in commercial applications. Transfer of war-
ranty, however, does not apply to products used commercially. 
 
 

NonNonNonNon----Current Outboard & Sterndrive and Inboard EnginesCurrent Outboard & Sterndrive and Inboard EnginesCurrent Outboard & Sterndrive and Inboard EnginesCurrent Outboard & Sterndrive and Inboard Engines    
 
The following is the procedure for inspection, preparation and warranty registration of new, 
unsold non-current units. Proper inspection and preparation is required to assure that the 
unit is in good working order and is in warrantable condition to assure customer satisfac-
tion. 
 
1. 1-2 Model Year(s) non-Current 

Complete normal inspections and preparations per the Pre-Delivery Checklist with the 
unit. Complete and submit the warranty registration, per current instructions. 

 
2. 3-5 Model Years Non-Current 

♦ Inspect unit for damage, deterioration and corrosion. Correct as necessary. 
♦ Drain and refill gear lube. 
♦ Replace water pump impeller and lubricate driveshaft and propshaft splines. 
♦ Inspect all fuel lines, fuel pump gaskets and spark plugs. Check oil injection lines, if 

equipped. 
♦ Lubricate tilt tube and swivel bracket (outboard). 
♦ Spray lubricant into cylinders and crankcase before operating (outboard). Prime oil 

pump before starting (MerCruiser). 
♦ Operate unit and check for leaks and unusual conditions. Correct as necessary. 
♦ Complete inspections per the Pre-Delivery Checklist. 
♦ Complete and submit the warranty registration per current instructions. 

WARRANTY REGISTRATION 

 

Parts and Labor required to prepare 3-5 model years non-current units  
for sale  
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6 or More Model Years Non6 or More Model Years Non6 or More Model Years Non6 or More Model Years Non----CurrentCurrentCurrentCurrent    
 
Units that are 6 or more years non-current are  NOT eligible for factory warranty. Complete 
items 1 through 8 to insure customer satisfaction. The bill of sale should be marked “Sold 
Without Factory Warranty”. Because Federal Law still requires US manufacturers to main-
tain a list of current owners, the registration card should be filled out and sent in. Upon re-
ceipt of the registration card, Mercury will enter your customer name as current owner of 
that product. 
 
 

Primary Use CodesPrimary Use CodesPrimary Use CodesPrimary Use Codes    
    

NOTE: F—Fishing: Use this code ONLY for professional fishing. For pleasure fishing please use P—
Pleasure. 
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Customer satisfaction is one of our primary objectives, as you know a satisfied customer is 
a long time customer. 
 
What better way do you have to ensure that the product you are delivering to your customer 
meets his full expectation than to be sure your own staff perform a through pre-delivery 
inspection. 
 
 
The Importance of the ChecklistThe Importance of the ChecklistThe Importance of the ChecklistThe Importance of the Checklist    
 
Some thoughts you may not have took into consideration before. 
 
Sometimes we are asked to use a checklist in order to accomplish tasks such as the PDI 
checks and we do not understand why we should have to use this tool as we are experien-
ced enough in performing such a kind of activities since we used to work in the industry for 
many years.  
 
Well, it would be nice to raise the question to an airplane pilot who is facing this situation on 
a daily basis. 
 
A flight commander could not be defined unexperienced as he has to go through a complex 
learning path before to get his license and, moreover, he is used to accumulate many hours 
of flight over his career. In spite of that and even if he is used to the operations, every take 
off and landing, he is always using a check list in order to complete the checks required ei-
ther by the plane manufacturer and by the safety authorities. 
 
You would be astonished to listen to the conversations stored in the flight recorder just be-
fore an airplane crash. You will always listen to the flight crew reading through a check list! 
 
Reason why is due to the complexity of the tasks performed which, together with the stress-
ful situation,  it could be possible for the crew to miss some important information/checks 
which could dramatically affect the safety of hundreds of passengers. 
 
If this tool is properly working in such circumstances why it could not be worth to be applied 
in our daily activity too? 
 
A checklist drives you through a logical path which has been determined by the engine ma-
nufacturer for the benefit of every user. This will avoid you to waste time and energies in 
order to make sure you will not forget important steps. It will leave you concentrating on the 
checks which will have to be properly performed. 
 
Finally, the paper form will be completed, undersigned, provided to the final customer and 
kept as an evidence that his engine has been properly checked before to be delivered. This 
will definitely improve the customer confidence on your dealership making him loyal also 
for the after sales services you could provide him in the years to come. 
 
 
PrePrePrePre----Delivery InspectionDelivery InspectionDelivery InspectionDelivery Inspection    
 
The Pre-Delivery inspection must be realized  by trained technical personnel belonging to 
your dealership. The MerCruiser and Outboard Pre-Delivery Inspection documents shown 
hereafter list a certain number of points that must be controlled at the time the product is 
sold in order to confirm the good operating condition of the engine. 

PRE-DELIVERY INSPECTION 
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Outboard PDIOutboard PDIOutboard PDIOutboard PDI    
 
The Outboard Pre-Delivery Inspection document lists a certain number of points that must 
be controlled at the time the product is sold in order to confirm the good operating condi-
tion of the engine. The Pre-Delivery reimbursement program is not applicable to outboard 
engines. 
 
Pre-delivery inspection, however, is just the start of your customer full satisfaction. For 
continued troublefree boating, regular maintenance service is of equal importance. You 
must remind your customer to call on you whenever the time comes to perform these regu-
lar service maintenance jobs. 
 
Your customer will find our recommendations concerning regular maintenance service in 
the Operation & Maintenance manual as well as in the logbook provided with the product. In 
order for an outboard to be eligible for warranty PDI must be recorded on the Extranet. See 
the Extranet User Guide in section 3-2 for more details. 
 
In most cases proper maintenance will avoid unnecessary repairs. 
 
    
MerCruiser PDIMerCruiser PDIMerCruiser PDIMerCruiser PDI    
 
The Pre-Delivery Inspection card is provided in an envelope attached to the engine to help 
you carry out that task. You should simply check the squares for every element inspected 
and found OK If all elements are OK, just record it on the Extranet. Then after recording 
submit a warranty claim on the Extranet and you will be credited for the amount allowed by 
MerCruiser for the engine on which the Pre-Delivery Inspection was carried out. 
 
If any of the elements needs to be repaired or replaced, simply fill-in a warranty claim on 
the Extranet after having corrected the problem. Product Registration and Pre-Delivery Ins-
pection are mandatory in order to validate the MerCruiser product limited warranty. 
 
Brunswick Marine in EMEA will reimburse certified dealers for performing Pre-Delivery 
Inspection on MerCruiser engines as follows: 
 
MerCruiser Sterndrive / Inboard Gasoline 1.0 hr 
Mercury Diesel Sterndrive    1.0 hr 
Mercury Diesel Inboard    1.5 hrs 
VW Legacy       2.0 hrs 
    
    
Predelivery Inspection ChecklistsPredelivery Inspection ChecklistsPredelivery Inspection ChecklistsPredelivery Inspection Checklists    

    
Outboard ModelsOutboard ModelsOutboard ModelsOutboard Models    
    
Check before running (Please check the boxes or leave blank if not applicable)Check before running (Please check the boxes or leave blank if not applicable)Check before running (Please check the boxes or leave blank if not applicable)Check before running (Please check the boxes or leave blank if not applicable)    
❏ Service Bulletin updates or repairs completed 
❏ Check engine oil level (FourStroke) 
❏ Lower unit lubricant 
❏ Tilt tube and swivel pin lubrication 
❏ Engine tight on transom, height correct, and centered 
❏ Mounting hole number 
❏ Distance cavitation plate to bottom of the hull 
❏ Distance from transom to jack plate 
❏ Proper amount of mounting bolts as per installation manual requirements 
❏ Fuel line and fuel tank installation 
❏ Gasoline-oil mixture for break-in  (2-stroke engines only, NOT DFI) 
❏ Co-pilot adjustment  
❏ Steering operation through complete range 
❏ Remote control operation 
❏ Electrical harness installation 
❏ Battery proper rating, fully charged and properly secured, brand & type, Amps/he, cold 

cranking Amps 
❏ Battery cable connections tight and protective cover (s) in place 
❏ Instrument connections.  
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❏ Manual tilt operation 
❏ Manual tilt valve operation 
❏ Check for tight steering link and fasteners 
❏ Fill oil injection reservoir(s) 
❏ Adjust trim limit switch 
❏ Purge air from oil injection system (OptiMax only) using CDS or RC 
❏ Check operation of low oil and overheat warning horns using CDS 
❏ Shift cables adjustment 
❏ Select correct propeller, install and torque 
❏ Before fitting propeller grease propeller shaft 
❏ Inform about pitch and diameter, provide P/N 
❏ Check oil level and operation of power trim system and power trim gauge 
❏ Verify the data harness is not routed near sharp edges, hot surfaces, moving parts 
❏ Verify data harness is not routed near ignition components (coils, spark plug leads, and 

spark plugs, high power VHF coax or radios 
❏ Ensure the harness connections are fastened within 25.4cm (10 in.) 
❏ If non-Mercury Marine ignition key is used, verify that it passes the ingress protection 

testing per IEC IP66 specs minimum and having the same functionality and Amps rating 
as a standard Mercury ignition switch 

❏ Ensure Electronic Remote Control connections are completed following ERC  
❏ Verify that all connectors are properly inserted and locked in their receptacle 
❏ Verify that while moving the remote control handle (full) the harness has unobstructed 

movement 
❏ Verify that the lanyard stop switch is wired into the system correctly 
❏ Verify that the lanyard stop switch is connected to the DTS command module harness 
❏ Verify that the harness is fastened along the routing path 
❏ Verify that all unused connectors have weather caps to prevent corrosion 
❏ Verify that no wings nuts are used for battery installation 
❏ Verify that all engine battery cables are connected to the correct terminals. Specify sec-

tion and length 
❏ Verify that the DTS power harness is directly connected to the starting battery without 

battery switch secured with locknut and that is not spliced 
❏ Ensure that 5 Amp (10 Amps for extended power harnesses) fuse for the DTS power har-

ness is accessible 
❏ Ground wire circuit continuity, check for loose connections 

    
Check while runningCheck while runningCheck while runningCheck while running    
❏ Rewind starter/ neutral interlock operation 
❏ Electrical starter/ neutral safety switch 
❏ Manual choke 
❏ Electric choke 
❏ Tell-tale water stream 
❏ Instrument (s) operation 
❏ Set idle RPM 
❏ Idle RPM__________________ 
❏ Throttle and shift, ease of operation 
❏ Steering operation throughout range 
❏ Reverse operation and reverse lock hooks 
❏ Shallow water drive 
❏ Power trim operation 
❏ Trim tab adjustment 
❏ Tilt angle adjustment 
❏ Maximum RPM _______ 
❏ Stop switch and lanyard stop switch 
 
OptiMax and EFI OptiMax and EFI OptiMax and EFI OptiMax and EFI     
❏ Use CDS laptop to check engine operation  
❏ Attached CDS run files 
 
Check after runningCheck after runningCheck after runningCheck after running    
❏ Oil, Gasoline, or water leakage 
❏ Propeller nut torque 
❏ Power trim and oil injection level 
❏ 4-cycle engine oil level 
❏ Apply Quicksilver Corrosion Guard to the engine package 
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I certify that above checks and inspections have been completed I certify that above checks and inspections have been completed I certify that above checks and inspections have been completed I certify that above checks and inspections have been completed     
 
 
Technician Name: ________________________Technician Passport No: _______________ 
 
Date: __________________________________________________________________ __________________________________________________________________ __________________________________________________________________ __________________________________________________________________    
    
    
    
 
Dealer StampDealer StampDealer StampDealer Stamp    
 
 
    
    
    
Sterndrive ModelsSterndrive ModelsSterndrive ModelsSterndrive Models    
    
ISE = If so equipped    
 
Check before running (Please check the boxes or leave blank if not applicable)Check before running (Please check the boxes or leave blank if not applicable)Check before running (Please check the boxes or leave blank if not applicable)Check before running (Please check the boxes or leave blank if not applicable)    
❏ Drain plugs in and petcocks closed 
❏ Seawater valve open  
❏ If seawater pickup used, check if transom hose is cut or removed, and block off plate in-

stalled 
❏ Engine Mounts tight and properly adjusted 
❏ Engine alignment checked during installation (if applicable) 
❏ Drive unit fasteners torques 
❏ Correct rotation propeller (installed and torqued) 
❏ Inform about pitch and diameter. Provide Propeller P/N 
❏ Power trim cylinder’s fasteners tight 
❏ MerCruiser unit oil level 
❏ Battery proper rating, fully charged and properly secured, brand & type, Amps/hr, cold 

cranking Amps 
❏ All electrical connections tight and not exposed to bilge water 
❏ MerCathode protection system connected direct to battery 
❏ Ground wire circuit continuity – check for loose connections 
❏ Exhaust system hoses and clamps tight 
❏ All water and fuel connections tight 
❏ Throttle and shift system fasteners tightened properly and lubricated 
❏ Throttle blade, electronic throttle levers open and close completely 
❏ Crankcase oil level 
❏ Power trim oil level 
❏ Power trim operation, check trim limit switch range (if applicable) 
❏ Power steering fluid level 
❏ Closed cooling level 
❏ Alternator/circulating pump belt tension 
❏ Power steering belt tension 
❏ Seawater pick up pump belt tension (ISE) 
❏ Audio warning system operation 
    
    
Check while runningCheck while runningCheck while runningCheck while running    
❏ Starter neutral safety switch operation 
❏ Water pump operation 
❏ Water, fuel, oil and exhaust leaks 
❏ Instrument operation (check RPM gauge position setting) 
❏ Instrument operation second station (ISE) 
❏ Idle RPM__________________ (use CDS or G3) 
❏ Forward – Neutral – Reverse gear operation 
❏ Forward – Neutral – Reverse gear operation stop/start second station (ISE) 
❏ Lanyard safety switch operation 
❏ Steering operation throughout the range 
❏ Acceleration from idle RPM 
❏ WOT RPM _________________ (measure with CDS or G3, verify with helm tachometer) 

Dealer Number: 
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❏ Power trim operation under load 
❏ Trim tab adjustment (ISE) 
❏ Use CDS or G3 to check engine operation 
❏ Check engine load and report in the PDI report (Diesel only) 
 
Check after runningCheck after runningCheck after runningCheck after running    
❏ Oil, fuel or water leakage 
❏ All fluid levels 
❏ Propeller nut torque 
❏ Coolant level 
❏ Apply Quicksilver Corrosion guard to the engine package    

    
I certify that above checks and inspections have been completed I certify that above checks and inspections have been completed I certify that above checks and inspections have been completed I certify that above checks and inspections have been completed  
 
Technician Name: _________________________ Technician Passport No: _____________ 
 
Date: __________________________________________________________________  __________________________________________________________________  __________________________________________________________________  __________________________________________________________________  
 
 
 
Dealer StampDealer StampDealer StampDealer Stamp 

    
    
    
    
    

    
Inboard ModelsInboard ModelsInboard ModelsInboard Models    
    
ISE = If so equipped    
 
Check before running (Please check the boxes or leave blank if not applicable)Check before running (Please check the boxes or leave blank if not applicable)Check before running (Please check the boxes or leave blank if not applicable)Check before running (Please check the boxes or leave blank if not applicable)    
❏ Drain plugs in and petcocks closed 
❏ Seawater valve open  
❏ Engine Mounts tight and properly adjusted 
❏ Propeller shaft alignment 
❏ Correct rotation propeller (installed and torqued) 
❏ Inform about pitch and diameter 
❏ Transmission fluid level 
❏ Battery proper rating, fully charged and properly secured, brand & type, Amps/hr, cold 

cranking Amps 
❏ All electrical connections tight and not exposed to bilge water 
❏ Ground wire circuit continuity – check for loose connections 
❏ Exhaust system hoses and clamps tight 
❏ Check the riser height and the down angle, to report in the PDI review 
❏ All water and fuel connections tight 
❏ Check the riser height and the down angle to report in the PDI review 
❏ Throttle and shift system fasteners tightened properly and lubricated 
❏ Throttle blade, electronic throttle levers open and close completely 
❏ Crankcase oil level 
❏ Power steering fluid level (ISE) 
❏ Closed cooling level (ISE) 
❏ Alternator/circulating pump belt tension 
❏ Seawater pick up pump belt tension (ISE) 
❏ Audio warning system operation 
    
Check while runningCheck while runningCheck while runningCheck while running    
❏ Starter neutral safety switch operation 
❏ Water pump operation 
❏ Water, fuel, oil and exhaust leaks 
❏ Instrument operation (check RPM gauge position setting) 
❏ Instrument operation second station (ISE) 
❏ Idle RPM__________________ (use CDS or G3) 
❏ Forward – Neutral – Reverse gear operation 
❏ Forward – Neutral – Reverse gear operation stop/start second station (ISE) 

Dealer Number: 
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❏ Lanyard safety switch operation (ISE) 
❏ Acceleration from idle RPM 
❏ WOT RPM _________________ (measure with CDS or G3, verify with helm tachometer) 
❏ Trim tab adjustment (ISE) 
❏ Use CDS or G3 to check engine operation 
❏ Check engine load and report in the PDI report (Diesel only) 
 
Check after runningCheck after runningCheck after runningCheck after running    
❏ Oil, fuel or water leakage 
❏ All fluid levels 
❏ Coolant level 
❏ Apply Quicksilver Corrosion guard to the engine package 
    
I certify that above checks and inspections have been completed I certify that above checks and inspections have been completed I certify that above checks and inspections have been completed I certify that above checks and inspections have been completed     
 
Technician Name: _________________________ Technician Passport No: _____________ 
 
Date: __________________________________________________________________  __________________________________________________________________  __________________________________________________________________  __________________________________________________________________     
    
 
Dealer StampDealer StampDealer StampDealer Stamp    
 
    
    
    
    
    
    
LogbooksLogbooksLogbooksLogbooks    
 
The complete version of the Outboard logbook is available on the Download Center only. 
 
Logbook Outboard—English  90-889158R03 
Logbook Outboard—Danish  90-889158A03 
Logbook Outboard—Dutch  90-889158B03 
Logbook Outboard—Finnish  90-889158C03 
Logbook Outboard—French  90-889158D03 
Logbook Outboard—German  90-889158E03 
Logbook Outboard—Italian  90-889158F03 
Logbook Outboard—Norwegian 90-889158G03 
Logbook Outboard—Portuguese 90-889158H03 
Logbook Outboard—Spanish  90-889158J03 
Logbook Outboard—Swedish  90-889158K03 
Logbook Outboard—Greek  90-889158M03 
Logbook Outboard—Polish  90-889158Q03 
Logbook Outboard—Russian  90-889158S03 
Logbook Outboard—Turkish  90-889158T03 
Logbook Outboard—Czech  90-889158Z03 
 
Logbook MerCruiser—English 90-889160R01 
Logbook MerCruiser—Danish 90-889160A01 
Logbook MerCruiser—Dutch  90-889160B01 
Logbook MerCruiser—Finnish 90-889160C01 
Logbook MerCruiser—French 90-889160D01 
Logbook MerCruiser—German 90-889160E01 
Logbook MerCruiser—Italian  90-889160F01 
Logbook MerCruiser—Norwegian 90-889160G01 
Logbook MerCruiser—Portuguese 90-889160H01 
Logbook MerCruiser—Spanish 90-889160J01 
Logbook MerCruiser—Swedish 90-889160K01 
Logbook MerCruiser—Greek  90-889160M01 
Logbook MerCruiser—Polish  90-889160Q01 
Logbook MerCruiser—Russian 90-889160S01 
Logbook MerCruiser—Turkish 90-889160T01 
 

Dealer Number: 
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What Is Covered by WarrantyWhat Is Covered by WarrantyWhat Is Covered by WarrantyWhat Is Covered by Warranty    
 
Any part(s) that fails as the result of defects in material and workmanship will be replaced 
at no charge to the customer under the terms of the Limited Product Warranty. It is your 
responsibility to determine the facts of a failure to ensure that failures are the result of ma-
nufacturing defects. 
 
The satisfaction of the end-user of Mercury Marine products is of primary importance to 
both of us. Repeated sales and new sales depend upon their satisfaction. Misunderstan-
dings, questions or complaints that your customers may have can be quickly resolved by 
you, the dealer. If you are unable to resolve these situations, then YOUYOUYOUYOU, the dealer, should 
contact the BME Office or Distributor in the country to seek our assistance. 
 
 

What Is Generally Not Covered by WarrantyWhat Is Generally Not Covered by WarrantyWhat Is Generally Not Covered by WarrantyWhat Is Generally Not Covered by Warranty    
 
Refer to the Warranty Policy section  for a complete list of exclusions by product brand. 
 
♦ Shop supplies used in performing warranty work (i.e. rags, perfect-seal, 2-4-C, grease, 

etc.). 
♦ Incidental and consequential damages (storage charges, telephone or rental charges of 

any type, inconvenience or loss of time or income). 
♦ Minor adjustments and tune-ups; including checking, cleaning, replacing, or adjusting 

spark plugs, breaker points, condensers, carburetor setting, filters, belts, controls, 
maintenance items and checking lubrication. 

♦ Failure caused by neglect, lack of maintenance, accident, abnormal operation, improper 
installation, improper preparation, improper dealer set-up or improper service. 

♦ Haul-out, launch, towing charges; removal and/or replacement of boat partitions or ma-
terial because of boat design for necessary access to the Product. 

♦ Transportation charges and/or travel time. 
♦ Service requested by customer other than that necessary to satisfy the warranty obliga-

tion. 
♦ Use of other than Quicksilver Parts replacement parts and labor to install these parts 

when making warranty repairs. 
♦ Oils, lubricants or fluids used in normal maintenance. 
♦ Participation in or preparing for racing or other competitive activity, or operation with a 

racing type lower unit. 
♦ Starter motors and/or armatures or field coil assembly, which are damaged from exces-

sive cranking condensation, or submersion. 
♦ Air freight, next-day or second-day air, use of freight service other than recommended 

carrier per Dealer Boat-builder Policy and Procedures Manual or any special delivery 
fees, unless authorized by the BME Office or Distributor in the country prior to ordering 
of parts. 

♦ Certain parts may be tested on receipt by Mercury Marine. Parts found to be free of de-
fects will be returned to the dealer and no credit will be issued. If the part has already 
been credited, the dealer account will be debited. 

♦ Shipping Damage – Inspect all packages for signs of obvious shipping damage. If this 
check is not made, and if any specific damage is not noted on the Bill of Lading, the ship-
ment is considered received in acceptable condition. The carrier, then, will be reluctant 
to claim responsibility.  

    
Look Out For...Look Out For...Look Out For...Look Out For...    
Repeated Product Repairs – Claims submitted for repairs resulting from previous Dealer 
repair errors are not allowed unless the failure was the result of a defective Quicksilver 
part. 

WARRANTY COVERAGE 
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Personal Injury and/or Property Damage ClaimsPersonal Injury and/or Property Damage ClaimsPersonal Injury and/or Property Damage ClaimsPersonal Injury and/or Property Damage Claims    
 
Contact your BME Office or Distributor in the country immediately. Do not begin repairs un-
til you have been given authorization to proceed. Do not scrap allegedly defective parts until 
you have received authorization to do so. 
 
 
Repair vs. ReplacementRepair vs. ReplacementRepair vs. ReplacementRepair vs. Replacement    
 
Subject to pre-authorization. 
 
 
Commercial & Governmental ApplicationsCommercial & Governmental ApplicationsCommercial & Governmental ApplicationsCommercial & Governmental Applications    
 
Engines concerned: - 2-Stroke (complete engine range) 
    - OptiMax (except ProXS series) 
    - 4-Stroke (complete engine range) 
    - Verado (150 up to 300 HP) 
 
The HPP engines including the 350 SCi Verado are not eligible for the extended warranty. 
 
The above mentioned engine ranges will benefit of a 2 year/1000hrs, Limited Warranty. 
 
Commercial Applications 
 
1. The engines that are either not SmartCraft compatible or which cannot read with the 

CDS will require an hourmeter to be installed. 
2. The PDI has to be performed by a Mercury authorized dealer and registered in the Ex-

tranet (PDI form to be attached as a pdf). 
3. The scheduled maintenance has to be performed according to the Mercury guidelines 

and registered in the Extranet. 
4. The  « Outboard Maintenance Recommendation » manual has to be supplied to the 

users (pdf file). 
 
Governmental ApplicationsGovernmental ApplicationsGovernmental ApplicationsGovernmental Applications    
 
1. Installation has to be approved by the BME Application Engineer (40HP and above). 
2. The PDI has to be performed by a Mercury authorized dealer and registered in the Ex-

tranet (PDI form to be attached as a pdf). 
3. The boat has to be delivered to the Governmental agency with the presence of a Mer-

cury representative (from either the Branch or the Distributor which sold the engine
(s). A formal training on the engine/boat usage has been held to the boat users. It is 
the Branch/Distributor responsibility to carry out the training. See « C&G Delivery 
Training » module 

4. The scheduled maintenance has to be performed according to the Mercury guidelines 
and registered in the Extranet. 

5. The « Outboard Maintenance Recommendation » manual has to be supplied to the 
users (pdf file). 

 
The missing registration of either the PDI or the maintenance log in the Extranet will void 
the warranty. 
 
Exceptions to the new warranty coverage on commercial applicaticommercial applicaticommercial applicaticommercial applications will NOT be ac-
cepted. 
 
Exceptions top the new warranty coverage for governmental applicationsgovernmental applicationsgovernmental applicationsgovernmental applications will require for-
malizing an official request by filling out the form hereunder. Enclose the tender notice and 
any further informationj relative to the appalication/boat which will be forwarded to the at-
tention of ther BME Application Engineer. 
 
The form will be sent back to your attention with the official answer. The form will include a 
protocol number which you will have to refer to for each and every further communication 
relative to the specific tender.  
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At the time of the engine delivery you will be asked to fill out the appropriate fields on the 
returned form with the engine Serial Number(s), sending them back to BME 
(irene.vandenhove@brunswick.com, with cc to both : jean-paul .cardon@brunswick.com & 
massimo.vergagni@brunswick.com). 
 
We will not accept any side agreement relative to the warranty coverage if not routed 
through the appropriate approval process. 
 
We strongly recommend getting the BME Application Engineer approval for all the Govern-
mental applications, including the ones that did not require an extended warranty. 
 
The actions taken will provide us a competitive advance with the aim to grow ouir market 
shares in C&G applications. The investment made by the company will require you to apply 
to the policy in a strict way in order to avoid technical issues and to take advantage in terms 
of P&A Sales, thanks to the regular maintenance which will need to be carried out accor-
ding to what is stated in the technical literature. 
 
Following reference documents are available: 
1. Outboard Maintenance Recommendation—on the Extranet, Service Literature 
2. Government Application Form—See samples hereunder. 
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The product warranty is transferrable to a subsequent purchaser, but only for the remain-
der of the unused portion of the limited warranty. This will not apply to products used for 
commercial applications. 
 
 
Direct Sale By OwnerDirect Sale By OwnerDirect Sale By OwnerDirect Sale By Owner    
 
The second owner can be registered as the new owner and retain the unused portion of the 
limited warranty. He can mail his complete name and address and a copy of the bill of sale 
to show proof of the ownership to the local BME office or distributor. 
 
Registration records will be changed on the factory computer registration file. 
 
There is no charge for this service. 

TRANSFERRING WARRANTY 
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The hourly labor rate for which dealer will be reimbursed for warranty repairs is based on 
qualifications defined in the Dealer Level Audit Checklist. 
 
 
PurposePurposePurposePurpose    
 
The retail labor rate is used to establish a legitimate warranty labor rate on a percentage 
level to reimburse the dealer for warranty repairs. This procedure ensures that an increase 
is true, accurate and reasonable for the local market. 
 
 
ScopeScopeScopeScope    
 
This procedure is applicable to all Bruswick Marine in EMEA authorized dealers. Labor ra-
tes are established separately for each product line. For Italy see BMI Procedure. 
 
 
Labor RateLabor RateLabor RateLabor Rate    
 
Your hourly warranty labor rate is based on a percentage of your retail (shop) rate. The re-
tail rate  as it affects your warranty rate cannot be changed once the affidavit has been si-
gned and mailed by you. Based on your qualifications you will be reimbursed at 70%, 80% or 
100% of your retail labor rate. 
 
BME will authorize a labor rate review once a year. You will receive a document (see sample 
on page 2) named « Affidavit of Retail Labor Rate » by email or by fax. This document must 
be sent back to local BME office or distributor before the end of January together with at 
least 3 (three) invoices to justify the request. The new labor rates will be applied from 
March the first. Maximum increase allowed per year is 5 (five) %. 
 
It is the dealer responsibility to update their Affidavit of Retail Labor Rate.  
 

 WARRANTY LABOR RATES 
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Sample of Affidavit of Retail Labor RateSample of Affidavit of Retail Labor RateSample of Affidavit of Retail Labor RateSample of Affidavit of Retail Labor Rate    
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Warranty Service Replacement PartsWarranty Service Replacement PartsWarranty Service Replacement PartsWarranty Service Replacement Parts    
 
The following Safety Warning is included in all Mercury Parts Lists, Service Manuals, Ope-
ration & Maintenance Manuals. 

 

Customer Warranty ReimbursementCustomer Warranty ReimbursementCustomer Warranty ReimbursementCustomer Warranty Reimbursement    
 
Dealer warranty service should be provided to the customer at no charge provided the fai-
lure is due to a defect in material and/or workmanship. If a customer has been charged re-
tail price for repairs pending a warranty decision, the customer is entitled to a full refund if 
the findings indicate that the failure was defect related. 
 
 

Claims Requiring PreClaims Requiring PreClaims Requiring PreClaims Requiring Pre----AuthorizationAuthorizationAuthorizationAuthorization    
 
Pre-authorization must be asked on Extranet. A Pre-Authorization accepted can be trans-
formed in a Warranty Claim. See instructions in the Extranet User Guide provided in section 
03-2.  
 
1. Submit the warranty pre-authorization request before committing to replace, or begtin-
ning to repair the engine. 

 

WARRANTY & CLAIMS 
ADMINISTRATION 

WARNINGWARNINGWARNINGWARNING    

Electrical, ignition and fuel system components on Inboard and Sterndrive Engines, and 
Sterndrive Units, are designed and manufactured to comply with U.S. Coast Guard Rules 

and Regulations to minimize risks of fire or explosion. 
 

Use of replacement electrical, ignition or fuel system components, which do not comply to 
these rules and regulations, could result in a fire or explosion hazard and should be  

avoided. 
 

When servicing the electrical, ignition and fuel systems, it is extremely important that all 
components are properly installed and tightened. If not, any electrical or ignition compo-
nent opening would permit sparks to ignite fuel vapors for fuel leaks, if they existed. 

♦ Complete Sterndrive Unit ♦ Complete Inboard Engine 

♦ Complete Powerhead ♦ Inboard & Sterndrive Partial Engine 

♦ Complete Gear Housing Assembly ♦ Inboard Transmission 

♦ Complete Driveshaft Hsg Assembly ♦ Complete Transom Assemblies 

♦ Diesel Injection Pumps ♦ Engine Cowls 

♦ Complete Power Trim System ♦ ECM 

♦ Complete Trolling Motor ♦ Complete Inflatable Boat 

♦ Inflatable Boat Skin ♦ Sublet Parts and/or Labor Exceeding 170 Eu-
ros 
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2. A Pre-Authorization must also be asked for in case a Product Limited Warranty has expi-
red or the product is not covered by a warranty. 

3. In case of personal injury and/or Property damage claims. Contact your Service Repre-
sentative. 

 
 

All Other Parts & AssembliesAll Other Parts & AssembliesAll Other Parts & AssembliesAll Other Parts & Assemblies    
 
Hold all defective parts for 60 (sixty) days after your receipt of the warranty credit invoice. 
Properly tag all parts identifying parts by the claim (serial) number. Your Service Repre-
sentative or other factory representatives may periodically inspect these parts or we may 
call requesting return to the factory for inspection and failure analysis. Parts found not to 
be held for the 60 (sixty) day period will be charged back to the dealer. 
 
 
Quicksilver Warranty ClaimsQuicksilver Warranty ClaimsQuicksilver Warranty ClaimsQuicksilver Warranty Claims    
 
When keypunching a claim for a part/accessory check the « Quicksilver » box and fill in the 
warranty as usual. Always mention the serial number  in the failure description field. Attach 
a copy of the customer’s original receipt/invoice to verify the validity of the warranty. This 
includes purchases of parts/accessories made over the counter or by fitment during ser-
vice/repair/maintenance out of or not covered by warranty. Never introduce a warranty 
claim as « Quicksilver » for warrranty replacement parts on an engine or a boat. In this case 
the serial number is mandatory. Fr INT and UTE parts, hull number is mandatory. 
 
A missing part in a shipment is never subject to a warranty claim. It must be handled either 
with the carrier, or with the sales office. 
 
Parts claims are no way a substitute to outParts claims are no way a substitute to outParts claims are no way a substitute to outParts claims are no way a substitute to out----ofofofof----warranty period engine/boats.warranty period engine/boats.warranty period engine/boats.warranty period engine/boats.    
 
 
Claims Returns or Rejections … Claims AppealClaims Returns or Rejections … Claims AppealClaims Returns or Rejections … Claims AppealClaims Returns or Rejections … Claims Appeal    
 
If there is an occasion to suspend a claim for more information or if a claim has been re-
jected, the claim will be returned to you with an explanation. To appeal a return amend the 
claim on Extranet with other information and/or the necessary explanation supporting your 
appeal. If the claim is rejected you’ll see it on your screen. 
 
 
Customer Warranty ReimbursementCustomer Warranty ReimbursementCustomer Warranty ReimbursementCustomer Warranty Reimbursement    

♦ Components Exceeding 450 euros at Dealer 
Cost 

♦ When Claiming Labor Above Flat Rate 
Allowance 

♦ Valiant (boats and spare parts) ♦  
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VW Marine TDI Legacy EnginesVW Marine TDI Legacy EnginesVW Marine TDI Legacy EnginesVW Marine TDI Legacy Engines    
 
To allow the proper traceability of the repairs under the warranty coverage period, as the 
VW Marine TDI Legacy engines did not have been sold by the Mercury dealer network, we 
need you to attach the pdf of the customer invoice in order to prove the purchase date at the 
time you are registering the warranty in the Extranet. 
    
    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
Credit For Complete Engines/Drives/BoatsCredit For Complete Engines/Drives/BoatsCredit For Complete Engines/Drives/BoatsCredit For Complete Engines/Drives/Boats    
 
There are two possibilities for the credit of complete material: 
 
1. The material has to be returned back to BME. 
 
In this case, the agreement must first be given by the technician in charge (via a Pre-
authorization number) and then, the material must be kept at BME disposal at the 
dealer’s / distributor’s premises for picking. 
 

Our forwarder takes contact with the dealer / distributor concerned to confirm the pick-
ing date. 
 
As soon as the material is back at BME and checked by our technician, the credit note is 
issued (not before).  Please note that the claim will not be approved if our technician can 
determine that the material was damaged due to dealer / distributor / customer respon-
sibility (e.g., no respect of the maintenance rules). 

 
2. The material has not to be returned back to BME & the dealer / distributor is asked to 
scrap it on his side. 
 
Again, the agreement must first be given by the technician in charge (via a Pre-
authorization number) but in this case, the procedure to be followed depends on the ma-
terial concerned.   
 
♦ Complete engine/drive/boat : the dealer / distributor must send the engine serial 
plate back to BME and also furnish a picture proving the scrap of the engine. Please 
confirm the new serial number of the engine/drive/boat. 

♦ Complete inflatable boat : the dealer / distributor must send the boat serial plate and 
all the valves back to BME and confirm the serial number of thnew boat (HIN) 

♦ Complete fiberglass boat : the dealer / distributor must send the boat serial plate 
back to BME and also furnish a picture proving the scrap of the boat. As soon as the 
scrap proves are back at BME, the credit note is issued (not before). Please confirm 
the serial number of the new boat (HIN). 

♦ Please note that, in case of complete replacement, the new material will carry the the new material will carry the the new material will carry the the new material will carry the 
remaining warranty period of the defective materialremaining warranty period of the defective materialremaining warranty period of the defective materialremaining warranty period of the defective material. 

 
 

 

 

 
Please note that any finished material that is completely reimbursed under 
warranty cannot becannot becannot becannot be used for spare parts ! 
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3. Claims on drive/Transom Failures.? 
♦ If the drive/transom concerned is part of a MerCruiser package, then claim must be sub-
mitted on ENGINEENGINEENGINEENGINE serial number, mentioning the drive serial number into the failure 
description. 

♦ If the drive/transom concerned is attached to a product not sold by usnot sold by usnot sold by usnot sold by us, then claim must 
be submitted on the DRIVE/TRANSOM DRIVE/TRANSOM DRIVE/TRANSOM DRIVE/TRANSOM serial number. 

 
    
    
    
    
    
Completing & Submitting a Warranty ClaimCompleting & Submitting a Warranty ClaimCompleting & Submitting a Warranty ClaimCompleting & Submitting a Warranty Claim    
 
Please refer to the Extranet User Guide. 

 
    

Reasons for Rejecting Warranty ClaimsReasons for Rejecting Warranty ClaimsReasons for Rejecting Warranty ClaimsReasons for Rejecting Warranty Claims    
 
♦ Failure or keypunch date is out of the warranty period 
♦ Product not properly registered 
♦ No maintenance done according to the logbook 
♦ No Pre-authorization when needed 
♦ Abuse of the product 
♦ Unauthorized applications 
♦ See 5 year warranty 
♦ Missing parts or wrong shipment 
♦ Transportation damage 
 
In order to avoid your claim to be rejected because the engine is out of the warranty period 
at the time you keypunch it, although failure occurred in this period, you just need to intro-
duce the claim in the system during the warranty period, even if you do not submit it im-
mediately (for any reason). It can be kept “Pending” until everything is performed and OK to 
submit it. 

WE NO LONGER ACCEPT PAPER WARRANTY CLAIMSWE NO LONGER ACCEPT PAPER WARRANTY CLAIMSWE NO LONGER ACCEPT PAPER WARRANTY CLAIMSWE NO LONGER ACCEPT PAPER WARRANTY CLAIMS    
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Recall CampaignRecall CampaignRecall CampaignRecall Campaign    
 
The procedure has been issued in order to supply the whole information needed to Branch-
es and Distributors in order to comply with the governmental and company rules. It is a co-
ordinated advertising effort by a manufacturer to notify all owners of a particular product 
that it should be returned to the manufacturer (or to its network). When the customer 
traceability is provided by a product registration system, the action is taken through direct 
mailings. This procedure is also subject to a RAPEX. 
 
 
RAPEX  RAPEX  RAPEX  RAPEX      
 
RAPEX is the EU rapid alert system for all dangerous consumer products. It allows for the 
rapid ex-change of information between Member States via central contact points and the 
Commission of measures taken to prevent or restrict the marketing or use of products pos-
ing a serious risk to the health and safety of consumers. Both measures ordered by national 
authorities and measures taken voluntarily by producers and distributors are covered by 
RAPEX standing for RAPid EXchange - Rapid Alert System for Non-Food Consumer Prod-
ucts (EU). There are 30 countries that adhere to Rapex: 27 members of the European Union 
plus Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway.   
 
Every Friday the Commission publishes a weekly overview of the dangerous product report-
ed by the national authorities (the RAPEX notifications). This weekly overview gives all the 
information on the product, the possible danger and the measures that were taken by the 
reporting country. We apply this procedure for the recall campaigns and we have to provide 
a detailed feedback of the actions taken.    
 
 
Procedures For Branches/Distributors  Procedures For Branches/Distributors  Procedures For Branches/Distributors  Procedures For Branches/Distributors      
 
The listed actions have been issued in order of priority.   
 
BME supplies the product database (from now on called PDB) through an excel file which 
contains all the data available in its database:   
♦ List of affected products  
♦ Product serial numbers  
♦ Invoice issued by BME (for branches: invoice to the dealer, customer number, complete 

address) 
♦ Warranty registrations available at the time of the data sort (name, complete address)  
♦ Fields to be filled in (letters to the customers – letters to the dealers – w/c# - dealer#)   
 
It is the Branch and Distributor responsibility to allow BME to keep the database updated 
through the actions described in the following chapters.   
 
BME supplies a Service Bulletin which lists the following information :   
♦ Problem description  
♦ Affected products (S/N)  
♦ Repair procedure  
♦ Warnings  
♦ Tools needed  
♦ Parts needed  
♦ Failure codes  
♦ Labour  
♦ Warranty instructions  
♦ Customer letter   

RECALL CAMPAIGN 
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TARGET: maximise the possibility to get in contact with the customers who own the affected 
prod-ucts.   
 
Once you receive the PDB, you will have to sort the products invoiced by dealer and send to 
each dealer the related list asking to provide you the following feed-back:   
♦ Confirm you by return if they still have them all in stock   
♦ For those products that have been already sold to a customer which have not been alrea-

dy regis-tered, ask the dealer to register the warranty into the BME Extranet site.  
♦ Update the list of affected products with all the registered products and return the infor-

mation to BME   
 
The information to the network has to be issued through an official document “Circular Let-
ter” with which we can prove that the network has been informed (or any other official 
method accordingly with the local legislation).   
 
Here below you can find the list of key information to be provided and the actions that need 
to be taken:  
♦ Inform the Dealer Network in a detailed way on procedures that have to be applied in or-

der to perform the product update as required by the company through the official docu-
ment (Service Bulletin) and enclose the list of s/n’s of the affected products.  

♦ Provide to the Service Network clear instructions on how to perform the warranty claim 
underlining the importance of a quick feed-back that the Company need to have on the 
products that have already been updated. Product at dealer stock must be updated be-
fore to be sold to the customers.  

♦ Explain the actions that will be taken by the branch/distributor (letter sent to the custo-
mers)  

♦ Provide a feed-back to BME sending the PDB updated on a weekly basis. The data base 
at BME is available for Rapex Surveyors that will regularly ask for information related to 
the Recall Cam-paign in progress.   

 
Once you will complete the actions described at 2.1.3, you will get a clear picture of the en-
gines that have already been sold to final customers.   
 
The customers must be informed with a letter (return receipt is mandatory) that they need 
to ask our network to update the product.   
 
It is mandatory to handle the communication to the customers as follows:   
 
1st letter 1st letter 1st letter 1st letter _ Send a letter to the customers informing them that the product needs be up-
dated.  
♦ The letter must be sent out with a return receipt which allows to prove that the customer 

has been informed (you can also use any equivalent way to contact the customer which 
allows to prove the customer receipt. If the local legislation recognize other ways to in-
form the customers you are  

♦  requests allowed to adopt them (be sure that the receipt could be proven).  
♦ Provide the follow up to BME (contact person to be confirmed by BME) that needs to be 

kept in the PDB updated on a weekly basis. Please remember that the PDB is available 
for Rapex Surveyors that will regularly ask for information related to the Recall Cam-
paign progress.  

♦ Make sure that as soon as the product update is performed by the dealer, a Warranty 
Claim is issued on the Extranet. This will allow us to keep our PDB updated to either any 
Rapex Surveyor request and in order to send a 2nd letter to the proper customers (only 
to whom did not already performed the product update. This is to avoid waste of time and 
to avoid asking a customer to do something that has been already done).  

 
2nd Letter 2nd Letter 2nd Letter 2nd Letter _ A second letter needs to be sent to the customers who did not already per-
formed the product update at the time that BME will ask to do this action. See recommen-
dation provided under the above bullet.   
 
3rd Letter 3rd Letter 3rd Letter 3rd Letter _ A third letter will be sent to the customers who did not already performed the 
product update at the time that BME will ask to do this action.    
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ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    
 
We recommend you to follow the above described procedures every time that a Product Re-
call Campaign will be issued by the company. 
 
Be aware that the Company applies the Rapex procedures and needs to provide a regular 
feed-back to the European Surveyors. Due to this reason it is mandatory to provide BME 
with a quick feed-back on the communication activities to the Service Network as well as to 
the customers. 
 
Regarding the products that, after investigation, will result at dealer stock, it will be the 
dealer responsibility to update them before to sell the products to the customers 
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Important InformationImportant InformationImportant InformationImportant Information    
 
You’ll find hereunder a typical basic warranty policy. What changes: 
♦ The country/territory. 
♦ The product designation. 
♦ The duration of coverage according to the product and the country/territory 
 
Those three variable statements are mentioned in section 3-10 Warranty Guidelines. 
 
In order not to repeat every warranty policy for outboard, sterndrive, inboard engines, jets, 
boats, etc. we have, in the text hereunder replaced the product name by (ProductProductProductProduct), the ter-
ritory designation by (TerritoryTerritoryTerritoryTerritory) and the coverage duration by (DurationDurationDurationDuration). Refer to section 3-
10 according to your location and the product sold to adapt the warranty to the product and 
territory you need. 
 
 
Warranty PoliciesWarranty PoliciesWarranty PoliciesWarranty Policies    
 

Mercury Marine (Mercury Marine (Mercury Marine (Mercury Marine (DurationDurationDurationDuration) Limited Warranty ) Limited Warranty ) Limited Warranty ) Limited Warranty     
((((TerritoryTerritoryTerritoryTerritory))))    

 
WHAT IS COVEREDWHAT IS COVEREDWHAT IS COVEREDWHAT IS COVERED    
Mercury Marine warrants its new (ProductProductProductProduct) to be free of defects in material and workman-
ship during the period described below. 
 
DURATION OF COVERAGEDURATION OF COVERAGEDURATION OF COVERAGEDURATION OF COVERAGE    
For recreational use customers this Limited Warranty provides coverage for (Duration for Duration for Duration for Duration for 
the territorythe territorythe territorythe territory) year(s) from either the date the product is first sold to a retail purchaser, or 
the date on which the product is first put into service, whichever occurs first. Commercial 
users of these products receive coverage for either (Duration for the territoryDuration for the territoryDuration for the territoryDuration for the territory) year(s) 
from the date of first retail sale, or the accumulation of (Duration for the territoryDuration for the territoryDuration for the territoryDuration for the territory) hours 
of operation, whichever occurs first. Commercial use is defined as any work or employment 
related use of the product, or any use of the product, which generates income, for any part 
of the warranty period, even if the product is only occasionally used for such purposes. The 
repair or replacement of parts, or the performance of service under this warranty, does not 
extend the life of this warranty beyond its original expiration date. Unexpired warranty cov-
erage can be transferred to a subsequent purchaser upon proper re-registration of the 
product. 
 
CONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGECONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGECONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGECONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGE    
Warranty coverage is available only to retail customers that purchase from a Dealer autho-
rized by Mercury Marine to distribute the product in the country in which the sale occurred, 
and then only after the Mercury Marine specified pre-delivery inspection process is com-
pleted and documented. Warranty coverage becomes available upon proper registration of 
the product by the authorized dealer. Routine maintenance outlined in the Operation and 
Maintenance Manual must be timely performed in order to maintain warranty coverage. 
Mercury Marine reserves the right to make warranty coverage contingent upon proof of 
proper maintenance. 
 
WHAT MERCURY WILL DOWHAT MERCURY WILL DOWHAT MERCURY WILL DOWHAT MERCURY WILL DO    
Mercury’s sole and exclusive obligation under this warranty is limited to, at our option, re-
pairing a defective part, replacing such part or parts with new or Mercury Marine certified 
re-manufactured parts, or refunding the purchase price of the Mercury product. Mercury 
reserves the right to improve or modify products from time to time without assuming an 
obligation to modify products previously manufactured. 

WARRANTY POLICIES 
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HOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGEHOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGEHOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGEHOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGE    
The customer must provide Mercury with a reasonable opportunity to repair, and reaso-
nable access to the product for warranty service. Warranty claims shall be made by delive-
ring the product for inspection to a Mercury dealer authorized to service the product. If pur-
chaser cannot deliver the product to such a dealer, written notice must be given to Mercury. 
We will then arrange for the inspection and any covered repair. Purchaser in that case shall 
pay for all related transportation charges and/or travel time. If the service provided is not 
covered by this warranty, purchaser shall pay for all related labor and material, and any 
other expenses associated with that service. Purchaser shall not, unless requested by Mer-
cury, ship the product or parts of the product directly to Mercury. The warranty registration 
card is the only valid registration identification and must be presented to the dealer at the 
time warranty service is requested in order to obtain coverage. 
    
WHAT IS NOT COVEREDWHAT IS NOT COVEREDWHAT IS NOT COVEREDWHAT IS NOT COVERED    
This limited warranty does not cover routine maintenance items, tune ups, adjustments, 
normal wear and tear, damage caused by abuse, abnormal use, use of a propeller or gear 
ratio that does not allow the engine to run in its recommended wide-open-throttle RPM 
range (see the Operation and Maintenance Manual), operation of the product in a manner 
inconsistent with the recommended operation/duty cycle section of the Operation and Main-
tenance Manual, neglect, accident, submersion, improper installation (proper installation 
specifications and techniques are set forth in the installation instructions for the product), 
improper service, use of an accessory or part not manufactured or sold by us, jet pump im-
pellers and liners, operation with fuels, oils or lubricants which are not suitable for use with 
the product (see the Operation and Maintenance Manual), alteration or removal of parts, or 
water entering the engine through the fuel intake, air intake or exhaust system. Use of the 
product for racing or other competitive activity, or operating with a racing type lower unit, at 
any point, even by a prior owner of the product, voids the warranty. 
 
Expenses related to haul-out, launch, towing, storage, telephone, rental, inconvenience, slip 
fees, insurance coverage, loan payments, loss of time, loss of income, or any other type of 
incidental or consequential damages are not covered by this warranty. Also, expenses asso-
ciated with the removal and/or replacement  
 
No individual or entity, including Mercury Marine authorized dealers, has been given autho-
rity by Mercury Marine to make any affirmation, representation or warranty regarding the 
product, other than those contained in this limited warranty, and if made, shall not be en-
forceable against Mercury Marine. 
 
For additional information regarding events and circumstances covered by this warranty, 
and those that are not, see the Warranty Coverage section of the Operation and Mainte-
nance Manual, incorporated by reference into this warranty. 

    
DISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONSDISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONSDISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONSDISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONS    
    
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE 
DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF 
THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-
CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO 
NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED 
ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU 
SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH 
VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.    
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3 Year Limited Warranty Against Corrosion (Worldwide)3 Year Limited Warranty Against Corrosion (Worldwide)3 Year Limited Warranty Against Corrosion (Worldwide)3 Year Limited Warranty Against Corrosion (Worldwide)    
    
WHAT IS COVEREDWHAT IS COVEREDWHAT IS COVEREDWHAT IS COVERED    
Mercury Marine warrants that each new Mercury, Mariner, Mercury Racing, Sport Jet, M 2 
Jet Drive, Tracker by Mercury Marine Outboard, MerCruiser Inboard or sterndrive engine 
(Product) will not be rendered inoperative as a direct result of corrosion for the period of 
time described below. 
    
DURATION OF COVERAGEDURATION OF COVERAGEDURATION OF COVERAGEDURATION OF COVERAGE    
This limited corrosion warranty provides coverage for three (3) years from either the date 
the product is first sold, or the date on which the product is first put into service, whichever 
occurs first. The repair or replacement of parts, or the performance of service under this 
warranty does not extend the life of this warranty beyond its original expiration date. Unex-
pired warranty coverage can be transferred to subsequent (non commercial use) purchaser 
upon proper re-registration of the product. 
    
CONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGECONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGECONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGECONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGE    
Warranty coverage is available only to retail customers that purchase from a Dealer autho-
rized by Mercury Marine to distribute the product in the country in which the sale occurred, 
and then only after the Mercury Marine specified pre-delivery inspection process is com-
pleted and documented. Warranty coverage becomes available upon proper registration of 
the product by the authorized dealer. Corrosion prevention devices specified in the Opera-
tion and Maintenance Manual must be in use on the boat, and routine maintenance outlined 
in the Operation and Maintenance Manual must be timely performed (including without li-
mitation the replacement of sacrificial anodes, use of specified lubricants, and touch-up of 
nicks and scratches) in order to maintain warranty coverage. Mercury Marine reserves the 
right to make warranty coverage contingent upon proof of proper maintenance. 
    
WHAT MERCURY WILL DOWHAT MERCURY WILL DOWHAT MERCURY WILL DOWHAT MERCURY WILL DO    
Mercury’s sole and exclusive obligation under this warranty is limited to, at our option, re-
pairing a corroded part, replacing such part or parts with new or Mercury Marine certified 
re–manufactured parts, or refunding the purchase price of the Mercury product. Mercury 
reserves the right to improve or modify products from time to time without assuming an 
obligation to modify products previously manufactured. 
    
HOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGEHOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGEHOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGEHOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGE    
The customer must provide Mercury with a reasonable opportunity to repair, and reaso-
nable access to the product for warranty service. Warranty claims shall be made by delive-
ring the product for inspection to a Mercury dealer authorized to service the product. If pur-
chaser cannot deliver the product to such a dealer, written notice must be given to Mercury. 
We will then arrange for the inspection and any covered repair. Purchaser in that case shall 
pay for all related transportation charges and/or travel time. If the service provided is not 
covered by this warranty, purchaser shall pay for all related labor and material, and any 
other expenses associated with that service. Purchaser shall not, unless requested by Mer-
cury, ship the product or parts of the product directly to Mercury. The warranty registration 
card is the only valid registration identification and must be presented to the dealer at the 
time warranty service is requested in order to obtain coverage.    
    
WHAT IS NOT COVEREDWHAT IS NOT COVEREDWHAT IS NOT COVEREDWHAT IS NOT COVERED    
This limited warranty does not cover electrical system corrosion; corrosion resulting from 
damage, corrosion which causes purely cosmetic damage, abuse or improper service; cor-
rosion to accessories, instruments, steering systems; corrosion to factory installed jet drive 
unit; damage due to marine growth; product sold with less than a one year limited Product 
warranty; replacement parts (parts purchased by customer); products used in a commer-
cial application. Commercial use is defined as any work or employment related use of the 
product, or any use of the product which generates income, for any part of the warranty pe-
riod, even if the product is only occasionally used for such purposes.    
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Corrosion damage caused by stray electrical currents (on-shore power connections, nearby 
boats, submerged metal) is not covered by this corrosion warranty and should be protected 
against by the use of a corrosion protection system, such as the Mercury Precision Parts or 
Quicksilver MerCathode system and/or Galvanic Isolator. Corrosion damage caused by im-
proper application of copper base anti-fouling paints is also not covered by this limited war-
ranty. If anti-fouling protection is required,   Tri-Butyl-Tin-Adipate (TBTA) base anti-fouling 
paints are recommended on Outboard and Mer-Cruiser boating applications. In areas 
where TBTA base paints are prohibited by law, copper base paints can be used on the hull 
and transom. Do not apply paint to the outboard or MerCruiser product. In addition, care 
must be taken to avoid an electrical interconnection between the warranted product and the 
paint. For MerCruiser product, an unpainted gap of at least 1.5 inches should be left around 
the transom assembly. Refer to the Operation and Maintenance Manual for additional de-
tails. 
 
For additional information regarding events and circumstances covered by this warranty, 
and those that are not, see the Warranty Coverage section of the Operation and Mainte-
nance Manual, incorporated by reference into this warranty.    

    
    
    

MotorGuide Two Year Limited WarrantyMotorGuide Two Year Limited WarrantyMotorGuide Two Year Limited WarrantyMotorGuide Two Year Limited Warranty    
((((TerritoryTerritoryTerritoryTerritory))))    

 
KEEP YOUR ORIGINAL PURCHASE RECEIPTKEEP YOUR ORIGINAL PURCHASE RECEIPTKEEP YOUR ORIGINAL PURCHASE RECEIPTKEEP YOUR ORIGINAL PURCHASE RECEIPT    
    
1. To obtain warranty service, the purchaser should deliver or return the unit (postage pre-

paid and insured) to any MotorGuide authorized service dealer. DO NOT RETURN TO 
PLACE OF  PURCHASE unless they are an authorized service center. Motors purchased 
in other countries should be returned to place of purchase. Products returned by mail 
should also be carefully packaged and include a note describing the nature of the pro-
blem and/or service requested, customer address, and phone number. A copy of the re-
ceipt, Bill of Sale, registration verification, or other proof of purchase is required with the 
return of the product for warranty consideration. Warranty claims will not be accepted 
without presentation of purchase receipt for trolling motor, other verification of registra-
tion, or Bill of Sale for boat package. 

 
2. MotorGuide electric trolling motors are warranted to the original purchaser to be free 

from defects in material and/or workmanship for (Duration for the territoryDuration for the territoryDuration for the territoryDuration for the territory) year(s). 
Warranty is NOT transferable to any subsequent purchaser. 

 
3. MotorGuide, at its discretion, will repair or replace items covered under the terms of this 

warranty. Neither MotorGuide nor MotorGuide Service Dealers are responsible for da-
mages to MotorGuide products due to repairs performed by anyone other than the Mo-
torGuide Factory Service center. Neither MotorGuide nor Mercury Marine is responsible 
for failure or damage caused by improper installation, set-up, preparation, or previous 
service or repair errors. 

    
DISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONSDISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONSDISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONSDISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONS    
    
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE 
DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF 
THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-
CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO 
NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED 
ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU 
SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH 
VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.    
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 4. Warranty coverage is available only to customers that purchase from a dealer authorized 
by MotorGuide/Mercury Marine to distribute the product in the country in which the sale 
occurred. Warranty coverage and duration varies by the country in which the product re-
sides. This Limited Warranty begins on the date the product is first sold to purchaser or 
the date on which the product is first put into service, whichever occurs first. MotorGuide 
accessories are covered by this Limited Warranty for a coverage period of one (1 year) 
from the date of retail sale. The repair or replacement of parts, or the performance of 
service under this warranty, does not extend the life of this warranty beyond its original 
expiration date. Promotional warranties are not included in this statement and coverage 
may vary by promotion. Product either sold or put into service more than six years from 
date of manufacture is excluded from warranty coverage. 

 
5. This warranty does not apply to normal worn parts, i.e., worn cables, adjustments, or 

product damage due to 1) neglect, lack of maintenance, accident, abnormal operation, or 
improper installation or service; 2) abuse, i.e., bent metal columns, bent armature 
shafts, broken control cables, etc., accidents, modifications, misuse, excessive wear, or 
damage caused by an owner’s failure to provide reasonable and necessary installation or 
care; 3) use of an accessory or part not manufactured by MotorGuide/Mercury Marine; 4) 
alteration or removal of parts; 5) opening the lower unit (motor) by anyone other than the 
Factory Service Center will void this warranty. 

 
6. This warranty will not apply to haul-out, launch, towing and storage, transportation 

charges and/or travel time, telephone or rental charges of any type, inconvenience, or 
loss of time or income, or other consequential damages. 

 
7. We reserve the right to improve the design of any Trolling Motor without assuming any 

obligation to modify any trolling Motor previously manufactured. 
 
8. Serialized « Service-Repair » motors have a one (1) year warranty. Non-serialized 

« Service-Repair » electric trolling motors are NOT warranted. « Service-Repair  » motor 
denotes a trolling motor sold by MotorGuide that may be « used », but has been ins-
pected and may have had minor repairs. Original retail purchaser of a « Service-Repair » 
motor is the first purchaser of the motor after it is denoted as « Service-Repair ». 
« Service-Repair » motors have a blue sticker on the battery cable and box denoting 
« Manufacturer Certified Service-Repair Motor ». 

 
9. Termination of coverage: Warranty coverage may be terminated for repossessed pro-

duct, or product purchased at auction, from a salvage yard, from a liquidator, from an 
insurance company, from unauthorized marine dealers or boatbuilders, or other third 
party entities. 

 
 

 
DISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONSDISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONSDISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONSDISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONS    
    
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE 
DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF 
THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-
CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO 
NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED 
ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU 
SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH 
VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.    
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 ((((ProductProductProductProduct----Inflatable BoatInflatable BoatInflatable BoatInflatable Boat) Limited Warranty) Limited Warranty) Limited Warranty) Limited Warranty    
((((TerritoryTerritoryTerritoryTerritory))))    

 
WHAT IS COVEREDWHAT IS COVEREDWHAT IS COVEREDWHAT IS COVERED    
Mercury Marine warrants its new (ProductProductProductProduct-Inflatable BoatInflatable BoatInflatable BoatInflatable Boat) to be free of defects in material 
and workmanship during the period described below. 
 
DURATION OF COVERAGEDURATION OF COVERAGEDURATION OF COVERAGEDURATION OF COVERAGE    
For all parts of the boat (other than the air holding hull fabric and seams) this Limited War-
ranty provides coverage for (Duration for the territoryDuration for the territoryDuration for the territoryDuration for the territory) year(s) from either the date on 
which the product is first sold to a retail purchaser or the date on which the product is first 
put into service, whichever occurs first. This limited warranty also a limited warranty 
against fabric delamination for the air holding hull fabric and seams (see your Operation & 
Maintenance Manuals for duration). The fabric is considered delaminated when the outer 
coating separates from the fabric base or the seam loses its structural strength. The repair 
or replacement of parts, or the performance of service under this warranty, does not extend 
the life of this warranty beyond its original expiration date. Unexpired warranty coverage 
can be transferred to a subsequent purchaser upon proper re-registration of the product. 
 
CONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGECONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGECONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGECONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGE    
Warranty coverage is available only to retail customers that purchase from a Dealer autho-
rized by Mercury Marine to distribute the product in the country in which the sale occurred. 
Warranty coverage becomes available upon proper registration of the product by the autho-
rized dealer. Routine maintenance outlined in the Operation and Maintenance Manual must 
be timely performed in order to maintain warranty coverage. Mercury Marine reserves the 
right to make warranty coverage contingent upon proof of proper maintenance. 
 
WHAT MERCURY WILL DOWHAT MERCURY WILL DOWHAT MERCURY WILL DOWHAT MERCURY WILL DO    
Mercury’s sole and exclusive obligation under this warranty is limited to, at our option, re-
pairing a defective part, replacing such part or parts with new or Mercury Marine certified 
re-manufactured parts, or refunding the purchase price of the Mercury product. Mercury’s 
sole and exclusive obligation under the pro-rated limited warranty against fabric delamina-
tion is the replacement of the boat skin (only the boat skin) at the percentages identified on 
the pro-rated schedule. Mercury reserves the right to improve or modify products from 
time to time without assuming an obligation to modify products previously manufactured. 
    
HOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGEHOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGEHOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGEHOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGE    
The customer must provide Mercury with a reasonable opportunity to repair, and reaso-
nable access to the product for warranty service. Warranty claims shall be made by delive-
ring the product for inspection to a Mercury dealer authorized to service the product. If pur-
chaser cannot deliver the product to such a dealer, written notice must be given to Mercury. 
We will then arrange for the inspection and any covered repair. Purchaser in that case shall 
pay for all related transportation charges and/or travel time. If the service provided is not 
covered by this warranty, purchaser shall pay for all related labor and material, and any 
other expenses associated with that service. Purchaser shall not, unless requested by Mer-
cury, ship the product or parts of the product directly to Mercury. The warranty registration 
card is the only valid registration identification and must be presented to the dealer at the 
time warranty service is requested in order to obtain coverage.    
    
WHAT IS NOT COVEREDWHAT IS NOT COVEREDWHAT IS NOT COVEREDWHAT IS NOT COVERED    
This limited warranty does not cover routine maintenance items, adjustments, normal wear 
and tear, puncture, damage caused by abuse, abnormal use, neglect, accident, improper 
service, use of an accessory or part not manufactured or sold by us, or alteration or remo-
val of parts. Use of the product for racing or other competitive activity, at any point, even by 
a prior owner of the product, voids the warranty. 
 
Expenses related to haul-out, launch, towing, storage, telephone, rental, inconvenience, slip 
fees, insurance coverage, loan payments, loss of time, loss of income, or any other type of 
incidental or consequential damages are not covered by this warranty. 
 
No individual or entity, including Mercury Marine authorized dealers, has been given autho-
rity by Mercury Marine to make any affirmation, representation or warranty regarding the 
product, other than those contained in this limited warranty, and if made, shall not be en-
forceable against Mercury Marine. 
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 For additional information regarding events and circumstances covered by this warranty, 
and those that are not, see the Warranty Coverage section of the Operation and Mainte-
nance Manual, incorporated by reference into this warranty. 
 

 
    ((((ProductProductProductProduct) Fiberglass Boat Limited Warranty) Fiberglass Boat Limited Warranty) Fiberglass Boat Limited Warranty) Fiberglass Boat Limited Warranty    

((((TerritoryTerritoryTerritoryTerritory))))    
    
WHAT IS COVERED WHAT IS COVERED WHAT IS COVERED WHAT IS COVERED     
Brunswick Marine in EMEA, Inc., (“BME”) warrants each new (ProductProductProductProduct) Fiberglass Boat to 
be free of defects in material and workmanship during the period described below. 
 
DURATION OF COVERAGEDURATION OF COVERAGEDURATION OF COVERAGEDURATION OF COVERAGE    
For recreational use customers this Limited Warranty provides coverage for (Duration for Duration for Duration for Duration for 
the territorythe territorythe territorythe territory) year(s) from either the date the product is first sold to a retail purchaser, or 
the date on which the product is first put into service, whichever occurs first. Commercial 
users of these products receive coverage for either (Duration for the territoryDuration for the territoryDuration for the territoryDuration for the territory) year(s) from 
the date of first retail sale. Commercial use is defined as any work or employment related 
use of the product, or any use of the product, which generates income, for any part of the 
warranty period, even if the product is only occasionally used for such purposes.  The repair 
or replacement of parts, or the performance of service under this warranty, does not extend 
the life of this warranty beyond its original expiration date.  This warranty is available only to 
the original retail purchaser of the product, and cannot be transferred to subsequent 
owners. 
 
CONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGECONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGECONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGECONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGE    
Warranty coverage is available only to retail customers that purchase from or through a 
dealer authorized by BME to distribute the product in the country in which the sale oc-
curred.  Warranty coverage becomes available upon proper registration of the product by 
the authorized dealer.  Routine maintenance outlined in the Operation and Maintenance Ma-
nual must be timely performed in order to maintain warranty coverage.  BME reserves the 
right to make future warranty coverage contingent on proof of proper maintenance.    
    
WHAT BME WILL DOWHAT BME WILL DOWHAT BME WILL DOWHAT BME WILL DO    
BME’s sole and exclusive obligation under this warranty is limited to, at our option, repai-
ring or replacing a defective part (such as repairing structural hull defects), or refunding 
the purchase price of the BME product.  This coverage includes the repair of any gel coat 
surface of hull or deck that has laminate blisters caused by a defect in material or work-
manship, providing the original factory gel coat surface has not been altered in any way, 
such as accident, repair, or application of a coating other than marine bottom paint or im-
proper surface preparation for paint (i.e., excessive sanding, sandblasting, etc.).  BME re-
serves the right to improve or modify products from time to time without assuming an obli-
gation to modify products previously manufactured. 

 
DISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONSDISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONSDISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONSDISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONS    
    
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE 
DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF 
THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-
CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO 
NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED 
ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU 
SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH 
VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.    
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 HOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGEHOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGEHOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGEHOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGE 
The customer must provide BME with a reasonable opportunity to repair, and reasonable 
access to the product for warranty service.  Warranty claims shall be made by delivering the 
product for inspection to a BME dealer authorized to service the product.  If purchaser can-
not deliver the product to such a dealer, written notice must be given to BME.  We will then 
arrange for the inspection and any covered repair.  Purchaser in that case shall pay for all 
related transportation charges and/or travel time.  If the service provided is not covered by 
this warranty, purchaser shall pay for all related labor and material, and any other ex-
penses associated with that service.  Purchaser shall not, unless requested by BME, ship 
the product or parts of the product directly to BME.  Any product or part shipped by purcha-
ser for inspection or repair must be shipped with transportation charges prepaid.  The war-
ranty registration card is the only valid registration identification and must be presented to 
the dealer at the time warranty service is requested in order to obtain coverage.   
 
WHAT IS NOT COVEREDWHAT IS NOT COVEREDWHAT IS NOT COVEREDWHAT IS NOT COVERED 
This limited warranty does not cover the engine, drive trains, controls, propellers, batteries, 
or other accessories carrying their own warranties; parts or accessories not installed by 
BME; plexiglass windscreen breakage, rainwater leakage, minor gel coat discoloration, 
cracks, crazing or air voids; hull blisters that form below the waterline; normal wear and 
tear including deterioration/corrosion of hardware, plastic, metal or tape trim, vinyl, tops, 
upholstry, decals, etc.; damage caused by alteration, misuse, accident or striking a submer-
ged object; routine maintenance items, adjustments,  abnormal use, neglect, improper ser-
vice, or use of an accessory or part not manufactured or sold by us.  Use of the product for 
racing, race preparation, or other competitive activity, at any point, voids the warranty.  Vio-
lation of the maximum horsepower specification on the capacity plate voids the warranty.   
 
Expenses related to haul-out, launch, towing, storage, telephone, rental, inconvenience, slip 
fees, insurance coverage, loan payments, loss of time, loss of income, or any other type of 
incidental or consequential damages are not covered by this warranty.  
 
No individual or entity, including BME authorized dealers, has been given authority by BME 
to make any affirmation, representation or warranty regarding the product, other than 
those contained in this limited warranty, and if made, shall not be enforceable against BME. 

 
    

Parts and Accessories Limited WarrantyParts and Accessories Limited WarrantyParts and Accessories Limited WarrantyParts and Accessories Limited Warranty    
    

WHAT IS COVEREDWHAT IS COVEREDWHAT IS COVEREDWHAT IS COVERED    
Mercury Marine warrants each new or factory rebuilt Mercury Precision and Quicksilver 
Part or Accessory to be free from defects in material and workmanship during the period 
described below. 
    
DURATION OF COVERAGEDURATION OF COVERAGEDURATION OF COVERAGEDURATION OF COVERAGE    
This Limited Warranty provides coverage for one (1) year from either the date on which the 
product is first sold to a retail customer, or the date on which the product is first put into 
service, whichever occurs first. For propellers used for high performance/racing this limi-
ted warranty provides a coverage of ninety (90) days from the date the product is first sold 
to a retail customer, or the date on which the product is first put into service, whichever oc-
curs first. The repair or replacement of parts, or the performance of service under this war-
ranty, does not extend the life of this warranty beyond its original expiration date. Unexpired 
warranty coverage can be transferred to a subsequent purchaser upon proper re-

 
DISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONSDISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONSDISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONSDISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONS    
 
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED.  TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED.  TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED.  TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED.  TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE 
DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF 
THE EXPRESS WARRANTY.  INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-THE EXPRESS WARRANTY.  INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-THE EXPRESS WARRANTY.  INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-THE EXPRESS WARRANTY.  INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-
CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY.  SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY.  SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY.  SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY.  SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO 
NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED 
ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.  THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.  THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.  THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.  THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU 
SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH 
VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.    
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CONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGECONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGECONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGECONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET IN ORDER TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGE    
Warranty coverage is available only to retail customers that purchase from a Dealer autho-
rized by Mercury Marine to distribute the product in the country in which the sale occurred. 
Routine maintenance outlined in the Operation and Maintenance Manual must be timely 
performed in order to maintain warranty coverage. Mercury Marine reserves the right to 
make warranty coverage contingent upon proof of proper maintenance. 
    
WHAT MERCURY WILL DOWHAT MERCURY WILL DOWHAT MERCURY WILL DOWHAT MERCURY WILL DO    
Mercury’s sole and exclusive obligation under this warranty is limited to, at our option, re-
pairing a defective part, replacing such part or parts with new or Mercury Marine certified 
re-manufactured parts, or refunding the purchase price of the Mercury product. Mercury 
reserves the right to improve or modify products from time to time without assuming an 
obligation to modify products previously manufactured. 
    
HOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGEHOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGEHOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGEHOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY COVERAGE    
The customer must provide Mercury with a reasonable opportunity to repair, and reaso-
nable access to the product for warranty service. Warranty claims shall be made by delive-
ring the product for inspection to a Mercury dealer authorized to service the product. If pur-
chaser cannot deliver the product to such a dealer, written notice must be given to Mercury. 
We will then arrange for the inspection and any covered repair. Purchaser in that case shall 
pay for all related transportation charges and/or travel time. If the service provided is not 
covered by this warranty, purchaser shall pay for all related labor and material, and any 
other expenses associated with that service. Purchaser shall not, unless requested by Mer-
cury, ship the product or parts of the product directly to Mercury. The warranty registration 
card is the only valid registration identification and must be presented to the dealer at the 
time warranty service is requested in order to obtain coverage. 
 
WHAT IS NOT COVEREDWHAT IS NOT COVEREDWHAT IS NOT COVEREDWHAT IS NOT COVERED    
This limited warranty does not cover routine maintenance items, tune ups, adjustments, 
normal wear and tear, damage caused by abuse, abnormal use, use of a propeller or gear 
ratio that does not allow the engine to run in its recommended wide-open-throttle RPM 
range (see the Operation and Maintenance Manual), operation of the product in a manner 
inconsistent with the recommended operation/duty cycle section of the Operation and Main-
tenance Manual, neglect, accident, submersion, improper installation (proper installation 
specifications and techniques are set forth in the installation instructions for the product), 
improper service, use of an accessory or part not manufactured or sold by us, jet pump im-
pellers and liners, operation with fuels, oils or lubricants which are not suitable for use with 
the product (see the Operation and Maintenance Manual), alteration or removal of parts, 
water entering the engine through the fuel intake, air intake or exhaust system, or damage 
to the product from insufficient cooling water caused by blockage of the cooling system by a 
foreign body, running the engine out of water, mounting the engine too high on the transom, 
or running the boat with the engine trimmed out too far. Use of the product for racing or 
other competitive activity, or operating with a racing type lower unit, at any point, even by a 
prior owner of the product, voids the warranty. 
 
Expenses related to haul-out, launch, towing, storage, telephone, rental, inconvenience, slip 
fees, insurance coverage, loan payments, loss of time, loss of income, or any other type of 
incidental or consequential damages are not covered by this warranty. Also, expenses asso-
ciated with the removal and/or replacement of boat partitions or material caused by boat 
design for access to the product are not covered by this warranty. 
 
No individual or entity, including Mercury Marine authorized dealers, has been given autho-
rity by Mercury Marine to make any affirmation, representation or warranty regarding the 
product, other than those contained in this limited warranty, and if made, shall not be en-
forceable against Mercury Marine. 
 
For additional information regarding events and circumstances covered by this warranty, 
and those that are not, see the Warranty Coverage section of the Operation and Mainte-
nance Manual, incorporated by reference into this warranty. 
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DISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONSDISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONSDISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONSDISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONS    
    
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CANNOT BE 
DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF DISCLAIMED, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LIFE OF 
THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-THE EXPRESS WARRANTY. INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARE EX-
CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO CLUDED FROM COVERAGE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO 
NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED NOT ALLOW FOR THE DISCLAIMERS, LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS IDENTIFIED 
ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU ABOVE, AS A RESULT, THEY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU 
SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHSPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHSPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHSPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTH----ER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH ER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH ER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH ER LEGAL RIGHTS WHICH 
VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND COUNTRY TO COUNTRY.    
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Contractual WarrantyContractual WarrantyContractual WarrantyContractual Warranty    
 
The standard contractual warranty period depends upon the 
country in which you purchased this outboard motor. 
 
Warranty coverage becomes available upon proper registra-
tion of the product by the Dealer. 
 
 
Extended WarrantyExtended WarrantyExtended WarrantyExtended Warranty    
 
As of June 1, 2008, Brunswick Marine in EMEA extended the warranty coverage up to 5 
years on its Verado, OptiMax and 4 stroke outboard engines given that the conditions for 
this Extended Warranty are fulfilled. 
 
The total period of warranty are factory-backed and give the same comprehensive warranty 
coverage as Mercury Marine’s standard manufacturer’s warranty (including labor) for fail-
ures caused by defect in material or workmanship. The extended 5 year warranty will repair 
or replace as required, any part that is proved defective in material or workmanship under 
normal use during the applicable warranty period. All parts replaced under warranty will be 
considered as part of the original product and any warranty on those parts will expire coin-
cidentally with the original product warranty. For full details of the warranty coverage and 
exclusions please refer to the factory warranty policy and conditions which are set out in 
your Operation and Maintenance Manual (see “Warranty Information”). 
 
 Provided that the Extended Warranty conditions have been met, the additional warranty be-
comes effective when the standard factory limited warranty expires. The Extended Warranty 
will terminate upon failure to meet any of the extended warranty conditions. 
 
Unexpired warranty coverage can be transferred to a subsequent purchaser upon proper re
-registration of the product. 
 
 
Conditions for Extended WarrantyConditions for Extended WarrantyConditions for Extended WarrantyConditions for Extended Warranty 
 
The Mercury Marine specified pre-delivery inspection process for the outboard must be 
completed and documented by a certified Dealer.  
 
An Authorized Service Centre must perform the recommended routine servicing/
maintenance requirements and repairs and log these with Mercury. This warranty applies 
only to Mercury and Mariner outboards registered through an authorized Mercury or Mari-
ner Distributor or Dealer.– Please check the Brunswick Marine in EMEA website (http://
www.brunswick-marine.com/) for more details on our authorized dealer network. 
 
The recommended service intervals and maintenance recommendations must be adhered 
to 3mth, 12mth, 2yr, 3yr, 4yr, 5yr orororor 20hr, 100 hrs, 200 hrs, 300 hrs, 400 hrs, 500 hrs, 600 
hrs…; whatever comes first. The Extended Warranty program will not be limited in terms of 
hours of usage providing that the conditions are met. 
 
ONLY Mercury Marine certified parts, oils and lubes must be used for service and repairs. 
 
Services must be recorded in your logbook and registered on-line by an authorized dealer. 

5-YEAR WARRANTY 
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 Modification/AlterationModification/AlterationModification/AlterationModification/Alteration 
 
Products that have been modified or altered from their origi-
nal production configuration are not eligible for Mercury 5 
Year extended Warranty. The addition of, or replacement 
with, parts or accessories not approved by Mercury Marine, 
or not installed by an Authorized Service Centre, will be 
cause for your Mercury Marine Outboard 5 Year extended 
warranty to be cancelled. This may also affect your rights 
under the standard factory warranty. 
 
 
Eligible ProductsEligible ProductsEligible ProductsEligible Products 
 
New 4-Stroke, OptiMax and Verado Mercury & Mariner Outboards (other than non-eligible 
products) purchased after June 1, 2008, from a dealer authorized by Mercury Marine to dis-
tribute the product in Europe, Middle-East, CIS and Africa which are used solely for pleas-
ure applications. 
 
 
NonNonNonNon----Eligible Products & UsesEligible Products & UsesEligible Products & UsesEligible Products & Uses 
 
Racing and Mercury Performance Products, regardless of length of warranty period. Prod-
ucts used by local, State, or Federal Government or volunteer agencies. Products used in 
any work, boat rental, time-share/multiple ownership or employment related use, or any 
use of the product, which generates income, for any part of the warranty period, even if the 
product is only occasionally used for such purposes. 
 
ExclusionsExclusionsExclusionsExclusions    

The warranty does not extend to the following: 

1. Cosmetics, corrosion and abuse. 
2. Servicing items e.g. filters, anodes etc. 
3. Gaskets, seals, hoses and other non metallic parts. 
4. Accidental damage, no missing metal, neither water in the fuel system nor engine. 
5. Conditions caused by lack of routine maintenance (as outlined in the owner’s manual). 
6. Conditions caused by the use of propeller(s) that do not allow the outboard engine to run 

in its recommended full throttle RPM range. 
7. Operation inconsistent with the recommended operation/duty cycle (as outlined in the 

owner’s manual). 
8. Parts affected or damaged by an accident, submersion and/or collision. 
9. Normal wear and tear. 
10.Fuel contamination and water entering the engine through the fuel intake, air intake, or 

exhaust system. 
11.Operation with fuels, oils, additives and lubricants which are not suitable for use in the 

product. 
12.Use in an application for which the outboard engine was not designed, such as racing or 

competitive use or any other misuse or neglect. 
13.Incorporation of unsuitable attachments or parts. 
14.The unauthorized alteration, improper installation and/or rigging, or any causes other 

than defects in material or workmanship. 
15.Corrosion to steering system or electrical components, corrosion due to electrolysis, 

water born foreign chemicals, improper service or corrosion caused by damage or 
abuse. 

16.Reimbursement for towing charges, in and out of water charges, or technical travel time. 
17.Growth of marine organisms on motor surfaces, external or internal. 
 
 
Additional Warranty Information & ConditionsAdditional Warranty Information & ConditionsAdditional Warranty Information & ConditionsAdditional Warranty Information & Conditions 
 
Additional information regarding your outboard’s factory warranty policy and conditions can 
be found in your Operation and Maintenance Manual (see “Warranty Information”). 
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Customer Warranty ReplacementCustomer Warranty ReplacementCustomer Warranty ReplacementCustomer Warranty Replacement    
 
Dealer Warranty Service should be provided to the customer 
at no charge provided the failure is due to a defect in materi-
al or workmanship. If a customer has been charged retail 
price for repairs pending a warranty decision, the customer 
is entitled to a full refund if the findings indicate that the fail-
ure was warranty defect related. 
 
The dealer has to provide sufficient information in order for 
BME to assess the claim. Based on the information provided, BME will decide to accept or 
reject the claim. The warranty claim and, more importantly, the quality of information on 
the claim is the perfect tool for communicating key warranty data to the manufacturer. This 
data is constantly reviewed and drives our quality improvement programs. 
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Product knowledge and service training are fundamental when it comes to delivering « Best 
in class Service » to our customers. On top of other requirements outlined in the corporate 
Dealer Guide such as clean workshops, complete service equipment, being trained on the 
Mercury Marine products is the key. Receiving updated trainings will enable technicians to: 
♦ Have up-to-date knowledge of our products, 
♦ Have up-to-date knowledge of the new technologies applied on our products, 
♦ Be able to assess defaults on products and guarantee at « first time right » repair, 
♦ Be able to make the difference between warranty and non-warranty failures. 
 
In order to support you to acquire these capabilities, BME has developed a training struc-
ture that will enable you as a dealer and a technician to support our customer in the best 
way possible. 
 
 
Our MissionOur MissionOur MissionOur Mission    
 
Mercury, as the Marine Industry Leader in high quality training, will aggressively seek and 
deliver worldclass educational practices by: 
♦ Providing effective and efficient service training methods appropriate to products and 
technology. 

♦ Providing technician training that offers tangible and measurable benefits to the dealers 
by optimizing professionalism, profitability and customer satisfaction. 

 
 
Training StructureTraining StructureTraining StructureTraining Structure    
 
Certifications are linked to a technician and NOT to a dealership, although it automatically 
certifies the dealership as far as technical matters are concerned.  
 
In order to confirm the certification, the technician will receive a passport that registers the 
trainings that were followed. This passport will also be registered and managed in the BME 
Extranet by a service representative at the BME local branch or by the distributor that ma-
nages the market on behalf of BME. 
 
If a technician does not successfully pass the certified test on the first attempt, he can retry 
it until he gets the certification but before the end of the course. 
 
The passport will enable the technician to enter PDI’s and maintenance on the product he 
received the certification for and that is mentioned on the passport through the BME Extra-
net. The expiration date will warn you on when you must attend a recertification course. 
 
 

Training & Service LevelsTraining & Service LevelsTraining & Service LevelsTraining & Service Levels    
 
To have at least one certified technician in the workshop is an important condition to keep 
or obtain the BME service level. This service level determines the rate of warranty reimbur-
sement. Failure to follow trainings and, as a result of that, not having a certified technician, 
might result in the lowering of the current service level or even in the cancellation of the 
service level. 
 
If a new dealership is started or an existing dealer has to hire a new technician, the dealer 
will get one year to follow the training and to obtain a certification for the technician. If a 
technician looses his certification due to a lack of training and therefore the dealership 
would no longer be compliant with the existing service level conditions, a period will be 
agreed with the BME service representative in which the technician needs to be recertified. 

INTRODUCTION 
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The Mercury University Learn website will become your direct 
source to manage electronic learning and offers the following 
benefits: 
 
♦ « Learn » allows Mercury Marine dealers and partners the 

ability to complete and register for courses online. 
♦ « Learn » allows individual users the opportunity to access their learning history and will 

be available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 
♦ « Learn » Provides comprehensive technical and non-technical (sales) training to our 

dealers and partners worldwide. 
♦ « Learn » offers the most complete course curriculum including: 1) E-skills training for 

marine technician fundamentals; 2) training on legacy products, on all current products, 
on diagnostic tools, on propellers; 3) training on product updates; and this all supported 
with video material, simulators, final exams and much more. 

 
As the Mercury University Learn courses are pre-requisite for the instructor-led courses it 
is mandatory for the dealer network to sign-up for a Mercury University Learn account. 
 
The Mercury University Learn website is under constant development and demands a huge 
effort and investment. The main courses are offered in different languages and more lan-
guages will become available in the future. 
 
 
 
 
Follow the information requests on the screen and you are in. The header on the home page 
will allow you to navigate between: 
 
1. PersonalPersonalPersonalPersonal—The personal menu provides you with tools you need to manage your Profile 

and Regional Settings, and check on your Order Satus 
2. LearningLearningLearningLearning—The Learning 

menu contains tools that 
you will acess frequently, 
the most important of 
which is the Learning 
Plan. The Learning Plan 
allows you to access your 
assigned online learning 
or register for instructor-
led courses. 

3. CareerCareerCareerCareer—not available for 
the moment. 

4. CatalogCatalogCatalogCatalog—The Catalog 
contains Mercury Univer-
sity’s course catalog and 
all the learning items 
which you have access to. 
You can browse, by sub-
ject Area, use the Simple 
or advanced searches to find what you are looking for and self assign learning. Course 
availability and price will vary according to your ATF. 

5. ReportsReportsReportsReports—Mercury University Learn offers nine standard reports. You can run reports 
about your own learning and learning needs. If you are a supervisor you can run reports 
about your employees. 

LEARN 

http://mercuryuniversity.com 
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The learning page is the easiest way to view your training path. 
1. Click Learning on the menu bar, then Learning Plan on link below 
2. TitleTitleTitleTitle—click the item title to view the course description and course details. 
3. TypeTypeTypeType—Indicates if an item is instructor-led classroom course, online course or a docu-

ment. 
4. Required ByRequired ByRequired ByRequired By—Date training is due to be complete. Past due date will appear in orange. 
5. StatusStatusStatusStatus—Shows current registration status. 

a. Must be registered—an item that you have not yet enrolled in, 
b. Enrolled—an item with a scheduled offfering (class you are enrolled in), 
c. Available—an online course you are ready to launch, 
d. In progress—an online course already launched but not completed, 
e. Prerequisites not met—Your enrollment cannot be completed until you complete the 

required courses. Click on the title to open the course item details and look under the 
prerequisites section for specific information. The required courses and action requi-
red will be listed. 

6. ActionActionActionAction—Use the choices here to register, view a registration or launch an online course. 
Click appropriate button to start. 

7. RemoveRemoveRemoveRemove—If trash can icon is present in this column you can remove the item from your 
learning plan. 
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We will distinguish between 2 types of courses: 
 
♦ Online courses available on LEARN, 
♦ Dealer-oriented courses (classroom courses at branches/distributors) 
 
We have already explained how LEARN is designed in the section 4-2. Now we will show you 
its integration in our training course process. 
 
Why LEARN? To reduce the Instructor Led Training (ILT) duration (a 4-day course can be 
reduced to 2.5 days, because all students will be more or less at the same levels, since they 
have completed the online courses and exams). 
 
 
PrePrePrePre----RequisitesRequisitesRequisitesRequisites    
 
Pre-requisites are online courses and exams that are pushed to a student learning plan 
PRIOR to an ILT. These are pre-defined for each course and will be added to the learning 
plan as soon as the student has registered for an ILT. All online courses and exams speci-
fied in the pre-requisites must be completed prior to the ILT. Therefore all LEARN registra-
tions must be made at the beginning of the dealer training season. 
 
Trainers have the responsibility to check if these pre-requisites are met, and all courses 
and exams are registered in LEARN automatically, and can be audited by the trainers at any 
time. In case of not meeting the pre-requisites, no certification can be granted at the end of 
the ILT. 
 
 
ILT Training Courses ILT Training Courses ILT Training Courses ILT Training Courses     
 
1.1.1.1.    Outboard 4Outboard 4Outboard 4Outboard 4----Stroke 3.5 Stroke 3.5 Stroke 3.5 Stroke 3.5 ----    60 HP (+ SmartCraft)60 HP (+ SmartCraft)60 HP (+ SmartCraft)60 HP (+ SmartCraft)    
 
DurationDurationDurationDuration    

2 days 
 
Course descriptionCourse descriptionCourse descriptionCourse description    

This Outboard 4-Stroke course is designed to give you a thorough 
exposure to all the vital systems involved in the 3.5 to 60 horsepower 
range.  Before you leave you will have the opportunity to troubleshoot 
engines, with real workplace scenarios, using many of the special 
diagnostic tools that are available to the technicians today. 
 
This course will provide a solid foundation for the more specialized 
courses that technicians will be attending during the learning pro-
cess.  
 
Subjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects covered    

− Outboard 4-Stroke product change updates, service bulletins, plus 
diagnostic techniques for the latest service requirements are provided 

− Technicians will use run files from actual situations encountered in the field to interpret 
and diagnose engine failures using the Computer Diagnostic System and G3 

− The lessons learned from the run file discussions are reinforced by diagnosing running 
engines with similar faults 

COURSES 
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LEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisites    

− Outboard product update in 2013 
− CDS orientation + exam 
− CDS/G3 orientation on 40-60 EFI Gen III (no exam) 
− SmartCraft I + exam 
− Propellers + exam 
− Outboard rigging + exam 
 
Classroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisites    

No classroom prerequisites provided 
 
Test requirementsTest requirementsTest requirementsTest requirements    

No test requirements 
 
2.2.2.2.    L4N4, Verado and 150 HP (+ SmartCraft/DTS)L4N4, Verado and 150 HP (+ SmartCraft/DTS)L4N4, Verado and 150 HP (+ SmartCraft/DTS)L4N4, Verado and 150 HP (+ SmartCraft/DTS)    
    
DurationDurationDurationDuration    

3 + 1 (SmartCraft / DTS) days 
 
Course descriptionCourse descriptionCourse descriptionCourse description    

This course is designed to advance technicians up the ladder 
in their efforts to reach their career goals.  Moving into 4-
Stroke EFI systems including the new F150 and the Verado 
supercharged engines, the technicians will learn about the 
differences in components and complexities as they move up 
to the higher horsepower categories.  The engines manage-
ment gets more sophisticated, so do the capabilities of our 
diagnostic tools and equipment.  Knowing how to use and 
interpret these tools will be essential to the technician’s sur-
vival in today’s computerized engine world.  
 

Subjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects covered    

− Outboard FourStroke product change updates, service bulletins, plus diagnostic tech-
niques for the latest service requirements are provided. 

− Technicians will use run files from actual situations encountered in the field to interpret 
and diagnose engine failures using the Computer Diagnostic System and G3. 

− The lessons learned from the run file discussions are reinforced by diagnosing running 
engines and the Verado simulator with similar faults. 

 
LEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisites    

− Outboard product update in 2013 
− Verado introduction + exam 
− Verado installation + exam 
 
Classroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisites    

Outboard 3.5-60HP ILT needs to be completed before !!! 
 
Test requirementsTest requirementsTest requirementsTest requirements    

Exams to be completed DURING the course in LEARN: 
Verado troubleshooting exam 
DTS 2006 Theory exam 
 
3.  OptiMax (+DTS)3.  OptiMax (+DTS)3.  OptiMax (+DTS)3.  OptiMax (+DTS)    
    
DurationDurationDurationDuration    

1,5 + 1 (DTS) days 
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Course descriptionCourse descriptionCourse descriptionCourse description    

This course is designed primarily, as a hands-on diagnostic and trouble-
shooting session.  It will have limited lecture time covering the information 
that will give technicians valuable insights and knowledge about Direct Fuel 
Injection (DFI) systems.  
 
There will also be some time spent on Optimax DTS, technicians will get at 
chance to configure, operate, and troubleshoot on the digital throttle and 
shift system. 
 
Their will be opportunity for serious hands-on time with Mercury’s Computer 
Diagnostic System (CDS).  Technicians will need to perform different tests 
with a multitude of diagnostic functions, using the various components and 
accessories involved with this tool. 
 
Subjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects covered    

Outboard FourStroke product change updates, service bulletins, plus diagnostic techniques 
for the latest service requirements are provided. 
Technicians will use run files from actual situations encountered in the field to interpret 
and diagnose engine failures using the Computer Diagnostic System. 
The lessons learned from the run file discussions are reinforced by diagnosing running en-
gines and the Optimax simulator with similar faults. 
 
LEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisites    

Outboard product update in 2013 
 
Classroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisites    

Outboard 3.5-60HP ILT needs to be completed before !!! 
 
Test requirementsTest requirementsTest requirementsTest requirements    

Exams to be completed DURING the course in LEARN: 
− Optimax troubleshooting exam 
− DTS 2006 Theory exam (optional) 
 
4.  DTS and SmartCraft4.  DTS and SmartCraft4.  DTS and SmartCraft4.  DTS and SmartCraft    
    
DurationDurationDurationDuration    

1 day 
 
Course descriptionCourse descriptionCourse descriptionCourse description    

This course has been revised to include all of the latest in SmartCraft sys-
tem offerings. Mercury's Digital Throttle and Shift Systems (DTS) have also 
been added to this course. This advanced fly-by-wire system is finding its 
way onto more and more Mercury products. 
 
The course will start off by showing technicians how to install, setup and program the vari-
ous SmartCraft instruments used on Mercury products. It will then shift focus to one 
SmartCraft Systems, that being Digital Throttle and Shift (DTS). 
 
Technicians will learn how to install and program the various types of remote control and 
helm configurations, from Single Station / Single Engine applications, to Multi-Station / 
Multi-Engine applications.  You will get a chance to perform the special configuration oper-
ations using VesselView, or using the Computer Diagnostic System (CDS). This course will 
also familiarize you with some of the DTS diagnostic capabilities that exist within the the DTS diagnostic capabilities that exist within the the DTS diagnostic capabilities that exist within the the DTS diagnostic capabilities that exist within the 
CDS applicationCDS applicationCDS applicationCDS application.  
 
Subjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects covered    

− SmartCraft installation & setup Operation 
− 2004 to current DTS system changes 
− Programming & helm configuration 
− SmartCraft system troubleshooting 
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− DTS troubleshooting 
− Vessel View 
− Electronic Steering Control 
 
LEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisites    

− DTS 2006 Theory & Troubleshooting 
− Smartcraft I – Theory and operation 
− CDS system & Orientation 
− Marine Technician Fundamentals (MTF) 
 
Classroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisites    

Outboard 3.5-60HP ILT needs to be completed before !!! 
 
Test requirementsTest requirementsTest requirementsTest requirements    

Exams to be completed DURING the course in LEARN: 
- DTS 2006 Theory exam 
 
5.  MerCruiser and EC (Emission Control)5.  MerCruiser and EC (Emission Control)5.  MerCruiser and EC (Emission Control)5.  MerCruiser and EC (Emission Control)    
    
DurationDurationDurationDuration    

3 + 1 days (DTS) 
 
Course descriptionCourse descriptionCourse descriptionCourse description    

MerCruiser EFI product change updates, plus diagnostic tech-
niques for the latest service requirements are provided. Techni-
cians will use run files from actual situations encountered in the 
field to interpret and diagnose engine failures using the Computer 
Diagnostic System. The lessons learned from the CDS run file dis-
cussions are reinforced by diagnosing running engines with simi-
lar faults. 
 
MerCruiser Catalyst engine product change updates, detailed emissions control strategy, 
plus diagnostic techniques for the latest service requirements are provided. Technicians 
will use run files from actual situations encountered in the field to interpret and diagnose 
engine failures using the G3 Diagnostic Software. The lessons learned from the G3 run file 
discussions are reinforced by diagnosing running engines with similar faults.  
 
Subjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects covered    

− Mercruiser product change updates, service bulletins, plus diagnostic techniques for the 
latest service requirements are provided. 

− Technicians will use run files from actual situations encountered in the field to interpret 
and diagnose engine failures using the Computer Diagnostic System and G3 

− The lessons learned from the run file discussions are reinforced by diagnosing running 
engines and the Mercruiser EC simulator with similar faults. 

− EC systems theory and troubleshooting which is somehow different from non EC equiva-
lents. 

 
LEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisites    

− Mercruiser product update in 2013 
− CDS orientation + exam 
− CDS/G3 orientation (no exam) 
− Smartcraft I + exam 
− Propellers + exam 

 
Classroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisites    

No classroom prerequisites 
 
Test requirementsTest requirementsTest requirementsTest requirements    

Exams to be completed DURING the course in LEARN: 
− 496 troubleshooting exam 
− DTS 2006 Theory exam 
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6.  Axius Gen 1 and 2 & Joystick Piloting for Outboards6.  Axius Gen 1 and 2 & Joystick Piloting for Outboards6.  Axius Gen 1 and 2 & Joystick Piloting for Outboards6.  Axius Gen 1 and 2 & Joystick Piloting for Outboards    
    
DurationDurationDurationDuration    

2 days 
 
Course descriptionCourse descriptionCourse descriptionCourse description    

This course is designed to introduce Mercruiser Certified Technicians to the Axius. The Ax-
ius (dual sterndrive package) system represents a new Technology available to the boating 
public. This system use a joystick based control to aid in maneuvering in marinas and other 
tight quarters. They tie together the control of both main engines with the individually artic-
ulating Bravo Three drives, used in the Axius product to give the operator one handed con-
trol of all vessel motions.  
 
Subjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects covered    

− Understand Axius Gen I and II configurations and differences 
− Mechanical troubleshooting on both systems 
− Electronic troubleshooting on both systems, hands-on engines and simulator 
− Installation and PDI guidelines  
 
LEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisites    

Axius dealer checklist + exam 
 

Classroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisites    

Mercruiser + EC ILT needs to be completed before!!! 
 
Test requirementsTest requirementsTest requirementsTest requirements    

No test requirements 
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 7.  Mercury Diesel7.  Mercury Diesel7.  Mercury Diesel7.  Mercury Diesel    
    
DurationDurationDurationDuration    

3 (+1) days 
 
Course descriptionCourse descriptionCourse descriptionCourse description    

QSD/TDI product change updates, plus diagnostic tech-
niques for the latest service requirements are provided. 
 
Students will learn the about the structural components 
such as cooling, lubrication and fuel management specific 
to these engines. 
 
They will use actual situations encountered in the field to interpret and diagnose engine 
failures using the CDS, G3 and VCDS diagnostic tools. 
 
Also installation procedures will be discussed.  
 
Subjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects covered    

− QSD/ TDI product change updates, service bulletin, plus diagnostic techniques for the 
latest service requirements are provided. 

− Technicians will use run files from actual situations encountered in the field to interpret 
and diagnose engine failures using the Computer Diagnostic System, Scandi tool and 
VAG analyzer. 

− The lessons learned from the run file discussions are reinforced by diagnosing running 
engines and the Mercruiser EC simulator with similar faults. 

 
LEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisites    

CDS orientation + exam 
 

Classroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisites    

No classroom prerequisites 
 
Test requirementsTest requirementsTest requirementsTest requirements    

Exams to be completed DURING the course in LEARN: 
 
− DTS 2006 Theory exam  
 
8.  Zeus8.  Zeus8.  Zeus8.  Zeus    
    
DurationDurationDurationDuration    

2 days 
 
Course descriptionCourse descriptionCourse descriptionCourse description    

Students will learn the about all mechanical components of pods 
and drives, and how to service these. 
 
After this course they also will understand the electronic controlling 
mechanisms and their similarities with Axius and DTS. 
A troubleshooting session using the G3 diagnostic tool is part of this 
training. 
 
Also provided are installation instructions and PDI guidelines.  
 
Subjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects covered    

− Understand mechanical and electrical components on a Zeus installation 
− Mechanical and electronic troubleshooting on Zeus systems 
− Installation and PDI guidelines 
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LEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisites    

Diesel only trainees need to complete the DTS trainings in LEARN 
 

Classroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisites    

No classroom prerequisites provided 
 
Test requirementsTest requirementsTest requirementsTest requirements    

No test requirements  
 
9.  Drives9.  Drives9.  Drives9.  Drives    
    
DurationDurationDurationDuration    

1+1 days (outboard + sterndrive) 
 
Course descriptionCourse descriptionCourse descriptionCourse description    

Maintenance and servicing procedures will be discussed. 
Hands-on exercises, covering the teardown, inspection, 
repair, reassembly and setup of the outboard and 
Mercruiser gear housings 
 
On the subject of Mercruiser Transom Assemblies, you will 
learn Hands-on exercises will cover the teardown, inspec-
tion, repair, reassembly and set-up of the Alpha and Bravo 
Transom Units. The power trim and power steering system 
components and function will be explained and there are hands on procedures to be per-
formed on the trim system components. Additional information on engine alignment, drive 
unit removal and installation and shift setup will be provided, as required.  
 
Subjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects covered    

− Understand mechanical components on a drive and what tools are required to service 
them 

− Hands on repair and maintenance 
 
LEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisites    

No prerequisites  
 

Classroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisites    

No classroom prerequisites provided 
 
Test requirementsTest requirementsTest requirementsTest requirements    

No test requirements 
 
10.10.10.10.    Update TrainingUpdate TrainingUpdate TrainingUpdate Training    
    
DurationDurationDurationDuration    

1 day outboard + 1 day Mercruiser 
 
Course descriptionCourse descriptionCourse descriptionCourse description    

This course contains the latest MerCruiser and outboard Product Updates. 
 
Students will receive up to date information on new product offerings, changes to the exist-
ing products and service tips to help better prepare them for issues in the field. 
This course is MANDATORY every year towards maintaining their certifications.  
    
Subjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects covered    

Content will be product changes and service issues throughout the previous season. 
 
LEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisites    

No prerequisites  
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Classroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisites    

No classroom prerequisites provided  
 
Test requirementsTest requirementsTest requirementsTest requirements    

No test requirements 
 
11.  Outboard Technicians new to marine industry11.  Outboard Technicians new to marine industry11.  Outboard Technicians new to marine industry11.  Outboard Technicians new to marine industry    
    
DurationDurationDurationDuration    

Technician can decide. 
 
Course descriptionCourse descriptionCourse descriptionCourse description    

This course consists of online items grouped in a curriculum. 
These courses and exams should bring the technician up to 
speed on marine specific technology / terminology and tools 
used. They are accessible through Mercury's LEARN online 
university. As this is an online event only, a technician can go 
through these courses at his own pace. 
    
Subjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects covered    

− LEARN introduction 
− Basic marine technology & Fundamentals 
− Diagnostic tools 
− Rigging and propellers 
− Hydraulics 
− Troubleshooting marine engines 
− Failure Analysis 
− Corrosion 
 
LEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisites    

None 
 
Classroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisites    

None 
 
Test requirementsTest requirementsTest requirementsTest requirements    

None 
    
12.  Sterndrive/Inboard Technicians new to the marine industry12.  Sterndrive/Inboard Technicians new to the marine industry12.  Sterndrive/Inboard Technicians new to the marine industry12.  Sterndrive/Inboard Technicians new to the marine industry    
 
DurationDurationDurationDuration    

Technician can decide. 
 
Course descriptionCourse descriptionCourse descriptionCourse description    

This course consists of online items grouped in a curriculum. These courses and exams 
should bring the technician up to speed on marine specific technology / terminology and 
tools used. 
They are accessible through Mercury's LEARN online university. As this is an online event 
only, a technician can go through these courses at his own pace. 
 
Subjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects covered    

− LEARN introduction 
− Basic marine technology & Fundamentals 
− Diagnostic tools 
− Propellers 
− Hydraulics 
− Troubleshooting marine engines 
− Failure Analysis 
− Corrosion 
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LEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisites    

None 
 
Classroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisites    

None 
 
Test requirementsTest requirementsTest requirementsTest requirements    

None 
 
13.  EMEA OEM/Boatbuilder Courses13.  EMEA OEM/Boatbuilder Courses13.  EMEA OEM/Boatbuilder Courses13.  EMEA OEM/Boatbuilder Courses 
 
DurationDurationDurationDuration    

To be decided by instructor / service representative. 
 
Course descriptionCourse descriptionCourse descriptionCourse description    

This is a tailor-made training module, based upon the requirements of a boatbuilder. 
The location of the training is at the boatbuilders premises. 
It is targetted at the OEM designers, purchasers, line workers, end-of-line testers and boat 
testers. This means that not all attendees will go through all segments of the complete trai-
ning. 
There will be separate modules for: Outboard, MCM, Diesel, Axius / OB Joystick, Zeus. 
 
Subjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects covered    

Rules and regulations with regards to RCD and others. 
Extranet and other sources of information accessibility. 
Data exchange between Mercury and OEM. 
Engine installation/ engine room requirements, 
Mercury approved engine/ drive/ transmission combinations. 
Propeller and drive ratio calculations, propeller caracteris-
tics. 
Required and optional parts and accessories that can be fitted 
to an engine. 
Helm ergonomics: where to place gauges / levers and why. 
Hands on training on engine installation such as transom pre-
paration, engine allignment, steering and shifting installa-
tions+ troubleshooting. 
Calibration of analog and smartcraft gauges, fuel tanks, priming procedures, trim systems, 
anti corrosion systems + troubleshooting. 
Water tests: check for leakage; propeller selection; engine height corrections; monitoring 
of operating temperatures and other critical parameters. 
IQ certification process. 
 
LEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisites    

None 
 
Classroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisites    

None 
 
Test requirementsTest requirementsTest requirementsTest requirements    

None 
 
14.  C & G Training14.  C & G Training14.  C & G Training14.  C & G Training 
 
DurationDurationDurationDuration    

To be decided by instructor / service representative 
 
Course DescriptionCourse DescriptionCourse DescriptionCourse Description    
This is a tailor-made training module, based upon the requirements / products of a com-
mercial or governmental customer.  
The location of the training is at customers premises. 
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It is targeted at the customers operators and maintenance technicians 
 
Subjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects covered    
Rigging of product 
Maintenance procedures and products dedicated to application 
Engine mechanical components 
Engine electronic components 
Basic troubleshooting with and without Mercury diagnostic tools 
Mercury contacts & documentation 
Operator training on Mercury engines 
 
LEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisites    

None 
 
Classroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisites    

None 
 
Test requirementsTest requirementsTest requirementsTest requirements    

None 
 
14.  Boat Dealer Course14.  Boat Dealer Course14.  Boat Dealer Course14.  Boat Dealer Course 
 
DurationDurationDurationDuration    

1 day 

 

Course descriptionCourse descriptionCourse descriptionCourse description    
The training module consists of all info required to perform the PDI, maintenance and basic 
troubleshooting of all Mercury product (OB, MCM, Diesel) 
It is targetted at the boatdealer technician. 
 

Subjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects coveredSubjects covered    
Model overview 
PDI procedures 
Maintenance procedures and products 
Extranet registration 
Engine mechanical components 
Engine electronic components 
Basic troubleshooting with and without Mercury diagnostic tools 
Extended storage & winterization procedures. 
 

LEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisitesLEARN prerequisites    

No prerequisites 

 

Classroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisitesClassroom prerequisites    

No classroom prerequisites 

 

Test requirementsTest requirementsTest requirementsTest requirements    

No test requirements 
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2014 Training Legend2014 Training Legend2014 Training Legend2014 Training Legend    
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Numerical reference on the passport 
is the technician  identification and 
will be used to keypunch PDI and 
maintenances on the Extranet. It will 
also allow the dealer to appear as 
Service Certified for the product his 
technician received the certification 
for. 
 
In order to receive a passport and be 
certified, technicians must attend 
one or more of the courses men-
tioned in section 04-3. 
 
 
RecertificationRecertificationRecertificationRecertification    
 
 
Training courses certifications are 
valid 1 (one) year.Technician who are 
already certified (who have already 
received a passport for at least one 
product) come every year and attend 
an update meeting to be recertified 
et keep their passport active for this
(those) product(s). Update meetings 
are not only information days. If  cer-
tified technicians do not attend these 
meetins they will not longer be cer-they will not longer be cer-they will not longer be cer-they will not longer be cer-
tifiedtifiedtifiedtified. 
 
When a technician does not attend the mandatory update meeting, his passport is desac-
tived and he can no longer keypunch PDI or maintenances on the Extranet. 
 
The dealer concerned will also loose the certification for the products his technicians have 
not attended the update meeting. This means that the dealer will not be displayed anymore 
on the Extranet with a certification for the products linked to the previous trainings followed 
by his technicians. 
 
If a new technician is willing to attend an update training although he has no passport he 
can do it but he will not get any certification for this attendance. To be certified he must first 
attend a complete course (several days) - see section 04-3. 
 
 
What has changedWhat has changedWhat has changedWhat has changed    
  
 
In the previous years the training so also the passport was valid 2 years. Before expiration 
of those 2 years the certified technician had to mandatorily follow a complete training 
course to recertify. Now the update meeting acts as annual recertification for the trainings 
already attended by the technicians. 
 
This is also the reason why NONONONO passport is delivered to technicians attending update meet-
ings and who do not already have their passport. For them update meetings are only infor-
mation sessions. For certified technicians update meetings are also update to their certifi-
cation and a way to have their passport kept up-to-date. 

PASSPORT 
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Training RulesTraining RulesTraining RulesTraining Rules    
 
 

Transport and hotel booking are student’s responsibility. After the confirmation of their in-
scription, the students receive a list of the hotels with whom we have special prices. They 
can be helped with the hotel booking when it is necessary. Please find on page 4 a list of the 
hotels we are used to work with. 
 
Concerning the transport, no shuttle is foreseen from the Hotel to Brunswick and back, as 
well as from the airport and back. Transportation can be organized at request but the cost 
of this service will be invoiced to the dealer after the training. 
 
Any participant gets access to our facilities if he has previously duly registered. Any re-
placement must be confirmed prior to the training starts and only announced participants 
are authorized to access the training facilities. 
 
Any cancellation must be confirmed to the BME Training Administration    (phones calls or e-
mails to the trainer are not sufficient) at least 2 weeks before the training starts. Without 
prior cancellation on due time training fee will be due. 
 
 

Training Administration Training Administration Training Administration Training Administration     
 
 
First day of the training, the trainer receives notebooks and an attendance sheet. He has to 
ask students to check it and correct it when necessary (passport no., name spelling, …) and 
to sign it. Then immediately after checking this attendance sheet has to be returned to BME 
Training Administration for creation of the training certificates and passport updates. 
 
Before the training starts, the trainer must ask BME Training Administration for the securi-
ty presentation. This will allow BME team to improve the quality of its Training Center. 
 
USB sticks are given to the students at the end of the training (together with passports and 
certificates).  
 
The last day of the training, the students are requested to fill in the two (2) pages of the 
evaluation form. 
 
Lunch is provided to the students each training day (except when the training starts at 1:00 
pm). If you have special diet or food requirements please advise BME Training Administra-
tion at least two weeks before the training starts. 
 
 

Visitors ManagementVisitors ManagementVisitors ManagementVisitors Management    
 
 
The access to all the pedestrian zones (9 gates) is secured by electrical closing doors, which 
can be activated thanks to a badge. 
 
 
Warning: It is MANDATORY that the student registers himself  Warning: It is MANDATORY that the student registers himself  Warning: It is MANDATORY that the student registers himself  Warning: It is MANDATORY that the student registers himself  
EVERY DAY at checkEVERY DAY at checkEVERY DAY at checkEVERY DAY at check----in AND at checkin AND at checkin AND at checkin AND at check----out.out.out.out.    

TRAINING AT  BME 
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In case of technical trainings two generic badges “Training Center Student” can be activat-
ed. These ones will be distributed to the Trainer and will be under his responsibility. The 
first one will be a trainer personal badge, and the other one will be a “key” badge intended 
for students when needed. The trainer will thus be responsible for the recovery of that “key” 
badge after each use.  
    
A visitor list must be created in our system prior to visitors arrival. This is one of the rea-
sons why dealer technicians must be registered to the training no later than one week be-
fore the start of this training course. 
 
 
Manage a visitManage a visitManage a visitManage a visit    
 
 
At arrival the previously registered technician has to self check-in at the PC in the lobby, by 
introducing his last name. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then the technician has to accept the Terms 
& Conditions. All information previously reg-
istered will appear and visitor just has top 
“check-in” in order to print his sticker (name 
sticker must be always kept visible on the 
clothes).    
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That check-in will automatically send an e-mail to the visited person so that he can come 
and welcome the visitor waiting in the lobby. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The instructor will open the door and join 
you in the lobby. Should you go out and 
come back in alone during your stay pay 
attention that a badge is mandatory to 
come back. That’s the purpose of the “key” 
badge that will be under the instructor’s 
responsibility. Badge in the lobby, just next 
to the sliding door. 
 
To open the sliding doors to the lobby, just 
push the switch located next to the badg-
ing machine. 
 

 
 

 
 
EVERY DAY visitor has to check-out at the PC in 
the lobby. Process is the same as for the check-
in, except that the visitor can check-out either 
with his name or with his check-out number (mentioned at the right bottom of the sticker).    
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List of HotelsList of HotelsList of HotelsList of Hotels    

 



 

    



Brunswick Marine Brunswick Marine Brunswick Marine Brunswick Marine inininin    EMEA Inc.EMEA Inc.EMEA Inc.EMEA Inc.    
A Brunswick CompanyA Brunswick CompanyA Brunswick CompanyA Brunswick Company    

Parc Industriel de PetitParc Industriel de PetitParc Industriel de PetitParc Industriel de Petit----RechainRechainRechainRechain        
BBBB----4800 Verviers 4800 Verviers 4800 Verviers 4800 Verviers ----    BelgiumBelgiumBelgiumBelgium    
    
Tel. +32 (0)87 32 32 11 Tel. +32 (0)87 32 32 11 Tel. +32 (0)87 32 32 11 Tel. +32 (0)87 32 32 11     
Fax +32 (0)87 31 19 65Fax +32 (0)87 31 19 65Fax +32 (0)87 31 19 65Fax +32 (0)87 31 19 65    

www.brunswick-marine.com 




